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ABSTRACT 

Statement Qf. t..b.ll. oroblem. The purpose of this study Has to 

explore Plato 1 s basic educational system as advocated in The Reoubl j c 

and The ~ and to examine some of the similarit:<_es of the Platonic 

system of education and twentieth century concepts of public education 

in the United States. 

l1etlwds §.l1£!. procer.ures used. After determining the specific 

problem and its value to the Hriter and readers, the author studied the 

Platonic systmrr of education through extensive library research. The 

Platonic system of education Has swmnarized and identified and then the 

author through extensive descriptive research tried to identify those 

similarities 1.-.'hich \.Jere found in the United States 1 educati·J~al system 

relative to the Platonic. 

Summary Qf. the fhdine;s. Plato's influence upon \{estern thought 

has been very great. It has been exerted in two main directions: (l) he 

stressed analysis and objective thought as he originated and developed the 

institution now called the Academy, and (2) he simultaneously held concern 

for the less objective as he philosophized about faith, visions, and 

mysticism to the extent of having influenced early groHth of Christianity. 

Modern education is indebted to Plato. His ideas are pragmatic and 

selectively used in our educational system. 
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CHAPJ.'ER I 

INTRODUCTION, THE PROBLEM, AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 

I. lliTRODUCTION 

For twenty--three centuries education has beGrl a vital and con-

tinuing problem. One of the earliest and most influential teachers and 

1·Iriters on purposes and procedures in education has been Plato, a Greek 

aristocrat. He did not, however, teach or establish his school, the 

Academy, for its own sake. Rather, he acknowledged education to be the 

best means for social and political reform in his time. 

Out of a full lii'etime of thought and experience Plato suggested 

in The Republic and in The Laws a system of public education which to 

critical twentieth century readers seems incredibly modern. He tms well 

m•are of and propounded the idea that education ;ras the implanting in 

young minds that body of knm1ledge and those principles and concepts 

which 11 • • • the experience of the eldest and the best has agreed to 

be truly right."l 

Plato was more than a diagnostic.ian; most of hi.s educa.tional sug-

gestions are perfectly practicaJ., illustrating an uncanny pm1er of pre-

dieting ideas and concepts not readily recognized and applied until 

centuries later. He often anticipated reforms wholly alien to the society 

1Benj amin Jowett (trans.) , The DiaJ ogues g!. Uill;&: I.l:l.e. Laws 
(Oxford University Press, 1937), Vol. V, p. 37. 
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of his time.2 It is hoped that the reader of this paper will become more 

aware of the relationship of some of Plato's educational ideas to some 

that are operative in modern times. 

II. THE PROBLEM 

Statement Qf. tiJ.ll. problem. The purpose of this study is to explore 

Plato 1 s basic educational system as advocated in The Repqblic and Tim 

Laws and to examine some similarities of the Platonic system of educa-

tion and twentieth century concepts of public education in the United 

States. 

Importance Q[ tiJ.ll. ~. The selection of this topic is signifi-

cant to the writer because she wishes to learn more about Plato ~~d his 

contributions to modern American schools. The wr.iter believes that 

readers of this paper may also gain insight into some origins of educa-

tional philosophies and practice currently employed in modern public 

schools, It is believed that this paper will illustrate that while sub-

.i ect matter per se may change greatly, basic educational problems remain 

in all societies throughout the centuries, 

Assmnotions !illd limitations, It is assumed that many of Plato's 

proposed ideas of education in 2000 B. c. will be very much in evidence 

in our twentieth century educational system. It is also supposed that 

many of Plato's ideas, which were so far ahead of his time and are 

2Sir Richard Livingstone, flil.:!& ;md Hodern Education (New York: 
The MacHillan Company, 1944), pp. 5, 6. 
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currently a part of modern educational thinking, will continue to be 

incorporated into future educational systems. 

This study is limited by both the amount of reference material 

available to the researcher from area libraries and university libraries. 

The scope of a seminar paper as contrasted to a thesis is also a limit-

ing factor. 

III. DEFINITIONS OF INPORTANT TERNS 

AJ l egorical. The expression by means of symbolic fictional 

figures and actions of truths or generalizations about human conduct 

or experience. 

Corybantes. The Corybantic priests believed in the purgative 

value of music and physical activity. Hysterics wr;re subjected to the 

music of the pipes, Hhich after exciting them to violent physical 

activity, pyoduced exhaustion and sleep from ·-rhich the patients aYose 

calmed .In body and mind. 

DiscipJ hl8. A subject that is taught or a field of study; e.g., 

histor.f, biology, etc. 

D_ialecti c Hethod. Discussion and reasoning by dialosrue as a 

method of intellectual investigation. 

Education. Plato thought that 11 a good education consists in 

giving to the body and to the soul all the beauty and all the perfec

tion of which they aye capable. 11 3 

3rYedrick Mayey, Fonndatjons Qf. Edncatjon (Columbus: Charles E. 
Merrill Books, Inc., 1963), p. 5. 



Education, John Dewey regards education as a reconstruction of 

experience which gives meaning to our existence and which aids us in 

4 

our direction of subsequent experience, Dewey realized the inadequacy 

of his definition because experience is a ve~; broad term of many mean

ings almost as broad as the term li!g. Thus, we should regard education 

as a process leading to the enlightenment of mankind.4 

Eurythmics, The art of harmoneous bodily movement especially 

through expressive timed movements in response to improvised music, 

Leisure ~. The Greeks Here not concerned about amassing 

\.Jealth, although rivalry Has a basic factor of their nature. They did 

not make wealth the measure of superiority. Possession of this 1wrld 1 s 

goods could not insure happiness nor success, Han Hho is free from 

grinding drudgery of a livelihood is considered of the leisure class and 

this is the highest satisfaction for man of that tiJne. 

Platonic S1rstem Q!. Education. An educational system that is 

related to or characteristic of Plato's beliefs about education. 



CHAPrER II 

PLATONIC SYSTEM OF EDUCATION 

I. PLATONIC All1S OF EDUCATION 

Plato is quite definite in his interpretation of educational aims. 

He believed that education means much more than imparting information. 

It involves redirect ion of the 1-1hole personality. In modern times, 

education is equivalent to conversion, the turning of the soul touards 

the light uhich heretofore has been Q~perceived. Plato states this 

emphatically: 

Our present argument sheus us that there is a faculty 
residing in the soul of each person, and an instrument enabling 
each of us to learn; and that, just as He might suppose it is 
impossible to turn the eye roQ~d from darkness to light Hith
out turning tho Hhole body, so must this faculty of this in
strument, be 1-1heeled round, in company from the perishing 
world, Q~til to be enabled to endure the contemplation of the 
Horld, and the brightest part thereof, Hhich according to us 
is the Form of Good. Hence, this ve~J process of revolution 
must give rise to an art, teaching in Hhat Hay the change \·Jill 
most easily and most effectively be brought about. Its object 
Hill not be able to generate in the person the pml8r of see
ing. On the contrary, it assumes that he possesses it, though 
he is turned in the urong direction, and does not look to;rard 
the 1-1rong direction, and does not look touard the right quar
ter; and its aim is to remedy this defect.l 

This redirection of the soul must be achieved by turning it 

toHard the right objects, accomplishable because there is something in 

the nature of the soul to assist one 1 s efforts. It is the very essence 

l . 
Plato, ll:l&. Repubhc (Great Books of the lt/estern l·lorld), Vol. VII. 

(Chicago, 1952), §518. 
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of the soul to be imitative. Surround it with the right kind of environ-

ment and it will begin to assimilate itself. The main problem of educa-

tion is how to provide the individual Hith the right kinds of environment. 

In Plato's program, emphasis is upon placing learners in the midst of 

surroundings which include values, objects, and things that reflect, 

what we desire him to become.2 

Plato aimed at good citizenship. Plato 1 s school v1as a place for 

preparing citizens. In Plato's time, military service Has neither first 

nor as important as it had been in earlier days. Civic affairs wore 

given preference. Citizenship Has the possession of those l<ho had a 

proper system of values, profound knowledge, and understandings leading 

to wisdom, and service to their fellow men and to the state. Citizen-

ship for Plato Has synonymous \Iith constructive participation in politics 

and society. Civic ability was an outcome of education; it could be 

achieved as the end product of a process of intellectual formation. 

There is a prefer-once for an. elite to be Plato 1s choice of thGse tn be 

educated and who \<auld later become leaders) 

The aim of the best kind of education for Plato is 
the rruidance of the yolli'lg peopls to leadership or philosopher
kingship, and in the couxse of this process moulding is 
essential.4 

2 
S. J. Curtis and M. E. A. Boulh10od, fl!ili.Qrl. Histor:r 2f. Educa-

tional Jiliill;;;_ (London: University Tutorial Press, Ltd., 1958), p. 9. 

3
Plato, ~Republic, .QQ. ill., §558. 

4David LaHson, 11 1\10 Views of the Child's Education for Freedom," 
EducationaJ E,Qm (March, 1960), p. 345. 
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Plato was willing to educate all in the state, but he Teserved faT 

students with unusual talents the more advanced levels of education. His 

position in respect to liberal education cannot be stated in such a cleaT-

cut fashion. The expTession liberal education, has many connotations. 

From Plato t s time to our mm, fHI educatoTs have agreed as to vhat it is 

or hov it is to be obtained. Plato knew >Ihat liberal education in his 

time >Jas peTceived to be by most people. It \{as an education given to 

a leisure ciass foT a leisurely life they HeTe leading and \Wuld con-

tinue to enjoy. This type of education did not meet >Iith Plato 1 s ap

proval} 

Plato t s objective Has universal truth. He built his educational 

system on a fuDdamental truth, and its conquest by rational kno;rledge. 

This "royal lmoHledge" could be enj oyGd as Teadily by a man vho ruled 

a city OT Hho had only his fall'ily and household to govern. 6 Possession 

of truth, distinguishing the orator from the Sopfoist and the true 

philosopher, also establishes the true from the false physician .. ? The 

type of training envisioned by Plato for training the political leader 

was of nniveTsal value. In any field of human endeavor, the only 

oJorlhy ideal for a man of culture 1-ras that >Ihich led him to seek truth 

5Ed~<aTd J. PoHer, M§.in Cqrrents 111 :t.J:l&. History W:. Eclucatj on 
(Ne;J York: McGraH-Hill Book Company, 1962), p. 85. 

6 
Plato, statesman, Q,O.. ci:t_., s259. 

7Plato, Sophist, Qll.. ci:t_., §268; Statesman, Qll.. ill., §257, 258; 
T.hl2. Reoublic, Qll.. ill., §499. 
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and the possession of real knowledge. The 1,;hole of Plato 1 s thought is 

dominated by this fundamental and for his time, extremely liberal idea.8 

II. PRE-NAT.I\L INFANT TO AGE Th'REE 

The subject of education is introduced frequently in Plato 1 s 

dialogues. In his earlier sl1orter dialogues it appears in the teach-

ableness of the virtues. In his tuo greatest 1-10rks, The Republic and 

The Lznrs, cducati,_:n forms a major th<::Iile. In one Hay or ano-ther it 

formed the background of practically all that he thought and Hrote 

because of the exalted value he placed upon it. He considered educa-

tion 11 • • • the first and fairest thing that the best of men can ever 

have. 11 9 

Care of children is a matter for- advice rather tha.YJ. laH, for it 

takes place ;.d.thin the privacy of the home. To lsgi-slate to the smaJ_l-

sst deta'cl \JOuld only bring lau itself into dispute.l0 Proper child 

care, accordi:lg to Plato, is really an un?Jritten lav and tradition that 

g:Jverns citizens 1 livss. The aim of education is to mal-::s body a:::-::.0 sou]. 

beautiful and good; the early grmrth of all plants a.nd a.nlJnC?~S is the. 

most important period of learning. During this early period proper 

physical exercise is of grea-test i.mportanee. 

Sheed 

8 
H._ I. Marrou? A History 9!. F.clucation in. Antiqnjt.v (NeH York: 

and vlard, 1956), p. 66. 

9Plato, The LaHs, Qll.. cit_., §644. 

10Plato, ~ Repnblic, .QJ;l.. d.:!;.., §427. 
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Plato clings to his belief that the process of education should 

start as soon as possible. He even suggested pre-natal care as necessary 

for the production of healthy offspring.11 During this early period 

proper physical exercise is of greatest importance. We should begin 

12 with the bodies of infants still unborn. 

• • . that a pregnant Homan must take Halks, and 
fashion the child like wax while it is still pliable. He 
must be in SI-Iaddling clothes until age three. \Ie shall 
compel our nurses under threat of punisllrnent by laH, ahmys 
to carry the cllild about either to the country, the temple, 
or to visit relatives until it is able to stand up sufficient
ly Hell even then to be careful lest standing up >Ihile still 
small twist the limbs and to make trouble to carry him till 
he is fully three years old.l3 

He realized that the young baby is an active creature, and he 

appealed to the practice of nurses Hho calm distrubed and restless 

infants by rocking them or by takinG them into their arms and Halking 

about Hith them. 1 4 Hovement is very beneficial. Bothers should al11ays 

ruck their children to sleep and sin.g to them. Plato believed that 

motions help to comfort the soul in infancy.. At this time fear plays 

a great part in life.15 Children must learn to overcome the tGrrors 

upon them. 

11curtis and Boultlwod, Q,ll.. ill., p. 23. 

12 
Plato, ~ ~' Q,ll.. ill., !l789. 

13 
lhl..d.. 

l4Curtis and Boultwood, ~. ill. 
15 

Plato, ~ Lllli.s., Q,ll.. ill. , §791. 



••• that nursing and moving about by day and night 
is good for them all, and that the younger they are, the more 
they need it; infants should live, if that 'dere possible, as 
if they were always rocking at sea, This is the lesson which 
we may gather from the experience of nurses, and otherwise 
from the use of the remedy of in the rites of the Corybantes; 
for when mothers want their restless children to go to sleep 
they do not employ rest, but, on the contrary, motion-rocking 
them in their arms; nor do they give them silence, but they 
sing to them and lap them in S'<Teet strains; • • 16 

A child should not be spoiled and pampered, Neither should he 

10 

be treated harsl1ly. The former ~<ill mal<e him into a difficult and bad-

tempered man and the latter ~<ill make him too humble and reduce him to 

a condition fit only for a slave. Babies start to cry loudly as soon 

as they are born.l7 

Do not nurses, \·Then they ~<ant to knmJ ,,That an infant 
desires, judge by these signs?--Hhen anything is brought to 
the infant and he is silent, then he is supposed to be pleased, 
but, ·w-hen he l,,Jeeps and cries out, then he is not pleased. For 
tears and cries are the i::1auspicious signs by which children 
shm·/ Hhat they love and hate. Now the time Hhich is thus spent 
is no less than three years, and is a very considerable portion 
of life to be passed ill or well.l8 

It is um-Iise for a baby to have his every ;,Jal:lt satisfied all this 

time, for it may permarJ.ently undermine his personality. The £;DOd life 

does not consist in grabbing at evsry kind of plsasu!'s and avoiding 

every kind of pain. At this early age, character is formed by habit 

so immediately and continuously thG child should be guided in habit 

formation. 

16llid.' §790 • 

. 17llid . ' §791 • 

18llid . ' §791, 792 • 
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Plato believed that education must begin with the first breath 

of life. ·He assumed that the period from birth to the age of three is 

more vital than any other in the forming of right attitudes. The state's 

responsibility must begin in the nursery, where competent teachers and 

nurses >IOrking with the director of education, Here to guide the mother 

to the training of the child.1 9 

III. EARLY CHILDHOOD: FOUR TO SIX 

Children from age four to six require sports, play and increased 

discipline . 

• • . now is the time to get rid of self-will in him, punish
ing him, but, not so as to disgrace him. ''le •,;ere saying 
about slaves, that He ought neither to add insult to punish
ment so as to anger them, yet to leave them unpunisi1ed lest 
they become self-willed, and a like rule is applied to the 
free born. 20 

At this period in a child 1 s life Plato believed that the cl1ild 

should be a part of a social group where he could learn to associate \.rith 

others of his age. Therefore, it Has provided in the community. 

all children between the ages of three to six ought to 
meet at the temples of the villages, the several families of 
a villagE uniting on one spot. The nurses are to see that 
the children behave properly and orderly. 

Plato 1 s idea Has to leave young childrsn to themselves and to 

observe that they will discover soon a variety of activities uhich 

l9v. Wayman, 11 Plato Is Scheme for Public Education •11 Ed neat ion 

(December, 1937), pp. 242-246. 

20 
Plato, TI:I&. 1.mul., QQ. ill., §793, 794. 

21llid.' §794. 
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delight them. They will often invent their own games. Play should be 

regarded as a means of producing healthy bodies; it also accustoms young 

children to cooperate with one another and it is a good antidote to the 

grmrth of selfish.'less. It is not wise for adults to interfere too fresly 

with children 1 s play. The children \fere to be all01-1ed their natural in

clinations in regard to play as long as they \fere \fell behaved.22 

It '.-las Plato 1 s \fish that the first years of childhood should be 

spent by boys and girls playing educational games together Q'lder super

vision in a kind of kindergarten. He felt that any one '.-lho tms good at 

anything must practice that activity from youth upt-~ard. If the child 

is to be a good builder, he must play at building houses. If he is to 

be a good husbandman, he must play at tilling the ground. The super-

visors should provide thcso ymn1g Hith mimic tools. These youth should 

learn beforehand the knovledge ;:hich they vill afterwards require for 

their art. The future carpenter should lEarn to mc.asure or apply the 

line in play. A future >:Jarrior should learn riding or some othe.r exer

cise. So Plato 1 s educational philosophy consciously concerned itself 

\fith vocational preparation as a continuing end of the educational 

process. 

The teacher should endeavor to direct the children's inclinations 

and pleasures in his play to\fard his future aim in life. Through these 

amusements education becomes a fun game. The most important part of 

education is the right training in the nursery. The soul of the child 

22curtis and Boul t\food, .Qll.. d.±.., p. 24. 
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at this age is pliable. He should be guided in his play to love the 

sort of excellence that when he grows to maturity he will be more per

fect. 23 

The nurses should be appointed to give supervision and to see 

that children play in an orderly fashion without harming one another. 24 

These gatherings of children were to be under the supervision of tt.Jelve 

matrons who ;Jere to be selected by the Director of Education. 25 

Plato described exact levels of education. From the ages three 

to six the child undergoes informal education. He thought disciplinary 

measures should be used freely if the child misbehaved. At this age the 

children Here introduced to fairy tales, but care Has taken that only 

ennobling stories Here told them. The children ;Jere left to their own 

inclinations and pleasures. 26 A more formal education was to follow at 

ages si.."'C to ten. 

IV. l1IDDLE CHILDHOOD: SIX TO TEN 

It was Plato 1 s wish, as already indicated, that th8 first years 

of childhood should be spent by girls and boys playing educational 

23Plato, Ih.e. ~ .Ql;l.. cit.., §643. 

24c. 11. A. Grube, Plato's Thonght (Doston: Beacon Press, 1935), 
p. 247. 

25 
Plato , Ih.e. 1a.l:Ls., .Q);l.. cit.. , §79 4. 

26
Fredrick Hayer, A Hi story .Q.( Edncat.ional Thopgbt (Columbus: 

Charles E. l1errill Books, Inc., 1960), p. 93. 
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games. For Plato, as for all other Greeks, education in the more formal 

sense did not begin. until the child Has six. Then it Has to consist of 

gymnastics for the body and music for the soul. The curriculum Has ex-

panded to include music, letters, mathematics, and religion. 

The sexes at this age Here segregated &>d tb.e time for formal 

learning Has begun. The boys associated only 1-Jith their oem group. 

Their teachers instructed them in the use of the bo1-1, javelin, and sling. 

Horsemanship Has a part of both boys 1 and girls 1 education. The girls, if 

they did not object, also learned baH to manage the above ·..~eapons and E-S-

pecially hoH to handle heaV'J arms. Both sexes became skillful in handl

ing '.'capons crith the right hand but gained equal dexterity with the left. 27 

In that the right hand and left hat1d are supposed to be 
by nature differently suited for our various uses of then::; \-;here
as no difference is found L'1 the use of the fEet and t(1e lot-.'cr 
limbs; but in the use of the feet and the lo'der limbs; but i" the 
use of the .hands l..·Te are, as it \·Jere, maim.ed by the folly of nursss 
and mothers; for although JUr severaL limb3 arc by t1ature balanced, 
He create a difference in them by habit .. 28 

Plato thought that the development of the riglrt l1and at the e~{-

pense of the left vras to be avoided. All men arc naturally a.711bidextruus 

and this quaJ.ity is very useful in 1.rar. The students Hill learn rccita-

tion and eurythmics, dancing in full arrrror, and -.-rr·estling, but not in 

the tricky Hay vhich •das then fashionable. 2') 

27 
Plato, I.l::lli ~' 9Jl.• ill_., §794. 

281 .. illd. 
29 

ThiQ.., 3796. 
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Plato believed in a balance and interdependence of mental and 

physical. exercise. He thought that music and gymnastics Here G..'<cellent 

if taught together. Music, alone uould cultivate effeminacy and gym-

nastics uould lead to hardness, ferocity, and savagery. If they Here 

taught together, they produced harmony.30 Plato taught that health of 

mind Has dependent on that of the body. Proper moderate exercises bene-

fited both. Bad thinking might be caused by ill health. If the body 

Here in bad condition, loss of memorJ, depression, and even insanity 

may result .Jl 

Referring to the education in music and gymnastics the Athenian 

declared emphatically that children's games after the ago <Jf six arc of 

greatest importance in the formation of character.J2 Fer that matter 

change in 1.,rhat one is usEd to is generally a mistake u..."lless one r s llabi t s 

., 3 
are definitely bad. :J Such changes are liable to make tr:::ublo in the 

soul.34 

As He said before, pGnpls think ch.:_ldren 1 s p,ames triflL1g 
things and that changes in then:. can do no great harm and are 
of no consequence, since they are but games. Childn;m o..:ro not 
prevented from changing them, they are rather enccouraged. Hen 
do not take into account that inevitably children uho make 

30Thomas Hoody, Liberal Education fo:r F:rce llim (PhHadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1951), pp. 22, 23. 

31 
Plato, ThA Republic, Q)l. • .Ql.t.., 8405. 

32 
Grube, Q)l.. Qii., p. 248. 

33
nato, ~ ~' QP.• .Ql.t.., s798. 

34.Thi.Q.. 



innovations in their games will grow up into men different 
from those 1>1ho were children before them; that being dif
ferent, they will look for a different life and that, in 
their search for it, they will liant different laws and 
habits. Thus continual change, that great evil we men
tioned, will come upon the state, but none will fear it.35 

16 

Art represented the deeds of good and bad men. Bad art our child-

ren should not want and no one should tempt them to en.ioy it. The manner 

of celebrating festivals should be fi:;;:ed with their dances and rituals)6 

In Plato 1 s plan there were public gymnasia and schools open to 

all; three Hithin the city, three for riding and archery, and related 

activities Hhere youths can practice)? Although both sexes received 

similar instruction, the spirit in vrhich it uas given •,ras di.fferent. 

Doys, destined to be soldiers, Fere trained l·lith that end in view~ Girls 

~<ere to become mothers of families and only in later life, ''hen they had 

passed the age of c.~ild bearing, ~<ere they to be called upon in an 

emergency to defend the state. The nature of ths training of boys and 

t;irls 1.-ras affected by the respective demands made upm~ them in later 

Gpnnastic teachers uers foreigners paid for ths pm'pose of in-

st:cu'~tion in the art of music performance and appreciation a_r1d the art 

of \.Jar. These forelgn teachers ·.·JerG. prDvided duellings in 1Jhich t be.y 

resided. 

351, . d 
.uJ.Q.. 

36 
Ibi.d,. ' 8799. 

37 
Ibi.d,.' §804. 

38 
Curtis and Boultwood, gu. ~., p. 25. 
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As provided in Illf. Republic education eTas not limited to a small 

section of the community. It was universal and compulsory for children 

of all citizens. Education was compulsory with no parent having the 

right to keep his child away, Education ems aimed at producing the best 

type of citizen both for war and peace. Pupils tierc regarded as belonr;

ing to the state rather than to the parents.39 

Boys and girls had the same <Jp;Jortunities to lsarn, for Homen 

served the state as Hell as men. Though citizens \-Tcre relieved of menial. 

tasks and had considerable leisure, it is a mistake to thinlc that a life 

devoted to virtue was an easy life. There was supervision, first by 

mothers and nurse, then by an attendent slave, ac'1d schoolmaster, needed 

at all stages. This Has so for 11 a child is the most difficult of 

all aniJ:rB.ls to deal Hith n and hG mu;:;t be bridled. Every citizen 

uho sees a cl1ild rnisbehave should correct h.L'TI.; indeed he i3 compelled to 

correct them. 40 It is clear that the educational cr:1phasio during this 

middle childhood age of frnm six tc, ten years strongl:l 3trsssed pr1;ysical 

fitness. 

V. LATER ChJLDHO:JD: TEl·I TO T~-J:IRTEEX 

After all children had completed these three years of vigorous 

physical training, they began fundamental reading and writing. This 

study of reading and C~riting Has carried on betHeen the ages of ten and 

39Plato, Til;:;_ ~' Q.D.. ill_,, §804. 

4°Grube, Q.D.. .Q.i:t.., p. 248. 
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thirteen. "A fair time for a boy of ten years old to spend his time in 

letters is three years; the age of thirteen is the proper time for him 

"4l to begin to handle the lyre . . 
Plato realized that some children Hould not become proficient in 

their reading or Hriting. He believed they should be occupied Hith their 

reading and Hriting 1Lntil they 'were able to read and Hrite or for a period 

of three years. If at the end of tl::ree years they uere still unable to 

read or Hrite, it v;as assumed nature had not endoued them • .. rith the neces

sary facilities so they must be let alar e. 42 

Plato had a solution for the education of this dull and backuard 

child. Such pupils kept at their learning m1til nnable to attain the 

finer points of these art,s Hithin a prescribed time. After learning all 

they could, they Here to go to some easier study requiriC~g less mental 

a,bility. 43 

The chilC must first learn to read and \·iri.te, before embarking on 

the classics, eitDe:r the full ,,.:orks, or as foU:."ld in anthologies .1:4 Only 

the poets and their complete ':Forks •..rere previ.Jusly stuciisd. Plato be-

lieved that children could profit more by studying both pods and prose 

Hriters. .So he introd.uced the idea of using 11 sel~cted passages 11 frorn 

4lPlato, I.b& IillJ:u4 2ll• ill., §$10. 

42 Jouett , ,QJ;l.. s;i:t,. , p. 192. 

43Curtis and BoultHood, ,QJ;l.. ill., p. 26. 

~ato, QU. s;.i:L., §SlO, 811. 
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both poets and prose writers instead of emphasizing complete works of 

only the poets.45 

Plato condemned the poets because their myths \·Jere lies giving 

false pictures of the gods and heroes. These lies were poisoning the 

minds of young Greeks. He stresses the importance of the quality of 

;~hat a child reads and learns, of his games and music, and of his 

physical surroundings. 

Plato broke 1dth the long established idea that Iiomer Has the 

basis of all education. This censorship of Homer put a Greek's soul in 

something of a delenuna. The big question even in Plato 1 s time '.-Tas 

whether education should remain artistic and poetical or become 

scientific. L,6 

VI. ADOLESCENCE: THffiTEEil TO T'.miTY 

Plato 1-"'uJ.d a keen interest in music. He thought that everyone 

should be trained to sing and should t.her:. be able to use this skill frs-

quently. From birth the child heard a great deal of good music. By ths 

time he had attained his thirteenth birthday, he ordinarily could sing 

Hell. Husic lessons were !1ot to be a matter of personal runbit.ion or lei-

sure. Like the rest. of his education, they Here prescribed b:r lau, Hhich 

stated, 

the age of thirteen is the time for him to handle the 
lyre, and he may continue at. this time for another three 

45lbid., ssn. 

46Harrou, Qll.. cit.., pp. 71, 72. 



years, neither more nor less, and ~<hether his father or him
self like or dislike the study, he is not to be allo~<ed to 
spend more or less time in learning music than the lm.r allmrs.47 
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The ability to sing and the ability to play the lyre held a place 

of honor in Plato's system of education. ~msic ~<as taught by a paid 

music master.48 Being loyal to the old traditions, Plato \{as prepared 

to pass strict lm1s to insure that the arts Here taught in the traditional 

manner. He avoided 11 modern11 music 1;hich supposedly encouraged degeneracy, 

lmo~lessness, and immorality. 49 Plato t s ,,,hole educational effort Has 

dominated by moral considerations. 

Plato vms the first to devise both a theory and a content for 

secondary education. Once young minds \·!ere exposed to the primary skills 

of reading, vrriting, and arit.b_rnetic in the initial and forme~ educational 

experience, Plato 1 s plan introduced secondary education. This began at 

about the child t s thirteenth or fourteenth year. 50 

To judge by Plato 1 s actual uords he Hished to divide this latter 

period into three sections of three years eA.ch. First \Jas 2. literature 

section from ten to thirteen, a ~::>econd section stressed :music from thir-

teen to sixteen; and another section emphasized mathematics. l'mthematics 

47Herner Jaeger, Paideia: ±J.;Q Ideals Qf Greek Cqlt,ure (NeH York: 
University Press, 1943), p. 244. 

4Bnat o, Ihll, I&.:.:w., Qll.. ill., §810. 

49lbid., ~656, 700, 701. 

50Ed~<a:rd J. Po~<er, Qll.. Qii., pp. 92, 93. 
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was a scheme of instruction which many science teachers would be delighted 

with today. Plato may have meant that such 1,ras to be the dominating fea

ture of each period. It was not the only subject taught. Hhile gymnas

tics was continued from infancy to adulthood, mathematics began at age 

six and continued without intenuption until at the end of the course it 

eras the major occupation of the little group of pupils brilliant enough 

to profit from it.5l 

\·)omen's education ;;as not entirely theoretical, for it is known 

that a number of distinguished uomen were in the Pythagorean commurlity. 

T1,ro women attended Plato's school. He vias critical of traditional edu

cation that crudely kept v10men from all kinds of formal learning. Plato's 

concern about the education of v10men is not the thinking of them as wives 

and mothers but as guards of the state. He held consistently that ;;orKn 

were capable of making a creative contribution to buildine the community, 

but he did not expect this to be done through family life. He admitted 

•.wmen were phys.ically weaker than men. Yet he did not agree that this 

prevented them from doing those thines that traditionally belonged in 

the province of men. If 1;omen were to do the same work as men, they 

needed the s3Jlle training and education.52 

Secondary education \Vas to have consisted of music, literature, 

and mathematics. l'lusic was both instrumental and vocal. It had a social 

51Thid. 

52Plato, Ib.e. Repnbl i c, Q>l. • ....ci:t.., 8457. 



as well as a moral value. Literature, both prose and poetry, ••as con

tinued in secondary education. Mathematics was also included. 53 

Great care was exercised in the choice of music for use in the 

city. Only the purest and the most ennobling forms were countenanced. 
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Plato was aware of the power of music over emotions. In countless places 

throughout his writings he points out that bad music is as harmful as bad 

companions. He assumed that which was licentious called forth all the 

evil in man and defeated the purpose of education. The music which '"as 

played and words sung by citizens aroused passions of valor a.~d purpose-

ful activity. Gentle music would call forth peace and gentleness in the 

heart of the singer and also have a similar affect on the listener.54 

The same principles determined choice of literature, whether in 

prose or verse. It was carefully censored. 

Their music and dancing as well as their reading~ was care
fully organlzed and as far as possible fi.xed within definite 
limits by the board of education, the members of which >ms 
selected by the chief' magistrate whom we put in charge of 
the t<hole system) 5 

Plato condemned the poets because their myths were lies giving 

false pictures of the gods and heroes. He did not permit use of those 

stories which pictured the wars, intrigues, quarrels and the sensuality 

of the gods, whether they were to be allegorical or not. Ho observed 

53Marrou, ~· Qit., p. 76. 
54 

Grube, ~· ill., p. 249. 

55 Ibid. 
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that young people were not able to distinguish between the allegorical 

and the literal. 

The function of mathematical studies Yas not simply to prove 

technical training. However, practical that might be, these studies 

had a much deeper function.56 Mathematics mmkened the mind, developing 

its speed, liveliness, and memorizing power. Plato approved the manner 

in which Egyptians taught their children through the use of number games. 

These games were designed to alert and familiarize children with the com-

man number combinations. This mental stimulation Plato regarded as one 

of the greatest values of the study of mathematics. He said, 11 • • 

arithmetic stirs up him orho is by nature sleepy and dull and makes hirn 

quick to learn, retentive, shre\Jd, • . . 57 • 

Everyone could derive benefit from arithmetic. F.xercises in ap-

plied arithmetic sorted out the best pupils and encouraged them in their 

natural quickness to learn. The slower ones were gradually aroused from 

their torpor and improved by becoming quicker to learn than they would 

have been by nature. 58 Plato claimed that anyone could learn ar~ith.'lletic 

because the only thing needed was the reasoning faculty, a thing that 

everyone possessed.59 

56 
Plat o , I.b.§. Lil.l:Ls. , .QJ;). • ill. , § 518 • 

57
Jowett, .Qj;l.. ill.., p. 130; Grube, QJ;!. ill_., p. 249; Plato,~ 

~' !lJ2• ill_.' §819. 

58Plato, I.b.§. RepubJic, QJ;!. ill.., §526. 

59M ~<~ 74 arrou, QJ;!. """""-•, p. • 
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Plato did not want simple calculation to lead to practical matters 

like buying and selling. He believed such study should have lead to a 

higher degree of abstraction, the idea of odd and even, the ideas of 

proportion, and number and numeral, "Logistics" \.JaS merely an introduc-

tion to 11 arithmetic" proper, that i.s the science of numbers, and this in 

turn was to lead to a sense of "intelligible reality."6o 

In the matter of curriculum, Plato followed the traditional 

Pythagorean guadrivium of arithmetic,61 astronomy, 62 and acoustics,6J 

Plato, anxious to include in his teaching the results of the most recent 

scientific discovery, added cubic geometry. This had been discovered by 

the great mathematician, Theaetetus,64 

Plato assigned to mathematics a role which was above just an 

ordinary introductory sub,ject. Its purpose Has not to store the memory 

with useful knowledge but to create a 111·Jell-<'leveloped head," a mind cap-

able of receiving and understanding truth, Plato wanted to avoid sL~ple 

memorization about relationships betHeen angles and arcs; he hoped that 

students could be taught to perceive and understand such relationships, 

So Plato did accept the fact that pupils learn best when they are helped 

6oThi.d. 

61 Plato, The Republic, Qll.. ill., §522, 523. 

62
Th;i.d., §526. 

63Thi.d., s527. 

6~arrou, Qll.. ill., p. 75. 



to gain insights, to conceptualize, to perceive. Such action stresses 

thinking rather than memorizing unrelated facts, a valid modern learn

ing principle. 

The tremendous responsibility of selecting proper materials for 

25 

these courses resided 1-tith the Director of Education and his assistants. 

Models were used in Plato's Academy and field trips were taken to study 

nature. Plants and animals were studied in their natural habitat. 

These principles apply also to instruction in gymnastics which 

follows closely the period of musical education. Speaking of the edu-

cated person, Plato said, 11 He sings well and he dances \.Jell; now must 

we add that he sings '"hat is good and dances 1o1hat is good. 11 65 

At seventeen or eighteen years of age, the strictly intellectual 

studies were interrupted by two or three years of 11 compulsory gymnastics 

service.'' "During this time," says Plato, "it is impossible for them to 

do anything else: fatigue and sleep are the enemies of all study.n66 

Education in the broader sense Has never interrupted; military ser-rice 

and the actual ordeal of war provided great opportU11ities for the train-

ing and testing of character. 

Gymnastics training ;ms chiefly military training, archery, hurl-

ing weapons, using the light shield and heavy arms, military evolutions, 

encampments, and everything belonging to horsemanship. Not only did men 

and boys take part in military war practices, but women were allowed to 

65Jowett, ~· ~., p. 31. 

66Plato, The Reoublic, ~· .dt_., §537. 
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participate. Tactics were taught by public teachers who received their 

pay from the state. Both sexes practiced dancing in arms and the whole 

art of fighting.67 

The education of the young would leave the boy of twenty (or girl, 

for we know by this time that Plato's women are to share the education of 

the men) a hardy, active, a_nd disciplined young creature! He Has versed 

in the best literature and music and slightly grounded in the ~athemati-

cal sciences. From t;Jenty to thirty if he 1;as 1;orthy of further educa-

tion, he studied the entire range of sciences in a very serious marLner. 

VII. EARLY J\J)ULTHOOD: T\iENTY TO THffiTY 

After tHo or three years of compulsory military training the young 

men returned to their studies. They Here noH approximately twenty years 

of age. From among those who had proceeded this far up the educational 

ladder, the best were selected for ten additional years of study. Those 

selected were promoted to higher honor. The sciences eThich they had 

learned in their earlier education now ,;ere correlated. This select group 

;,ms able to perceive natural relationships of the sciences to each other. 68 

Other than music these studies which Plato thought important in 

his educational plan at this level were: arithmetic, geomet~j, and 

astronomy.69 Arithmetic sharpened the intellects of the bright and even 

67Plato, I.b.li. ~' illl.· ci.:l;..' §813. 

68 
PoHer, .9.)2. m., p. 94 • 

69 
Grube, ill).. ci.:l;.., p. 249. 
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improved the minds of the dull. Geometry needed no recommendation to the 

Greeks. Music and astronomy, both stressing theoretical aspects, were 

ideal subjects to develop the mind of the philosopher.70 

Hith astronomy in the curriculum, Plato evidently expected op-

position from those people who regarded as impious any attempts at 

searching out causes of things and the nature of the universe. Plato 

stated, 11 0ur citizens must know enough not to bL:tspheme against gods by 

believing that the sun and moon are just 1-randering stars crithout fixed 

paths •1171 

Plato felt that every citizen should have some knmrledge of these 

three sciences, but that a detailed study of them \·Jas only for those feH 

Hho Here destined for leadership. At the age of tHenty these fEM Here 

chosen from the most promising and given special training described at 

length in I.llli Repuhl j c. 72 

This higher scientific education continued for ten years. Th.is 

scientific education developed a 1;ider vieHpoint,73 by coordinating and 

combining the various branches of science. The human mind cras develop-

ing the faculty to detect the unity behind the relationships c.nd the 

nature of the fundamental reality from vhich they t·rere derived. 

70 
PoHer, ~. ~., p. 94. 

71Grube, Qg. ~., p. 250. 

72Plato, Thll. Republic, Qg. ~., §537. 

73PJ.ato, I.llli 1.a.J:Ls.,_ Qg. ~., §818. 
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As a rule Plato did not stress the value of content of the studies, 

but rather the value of "discipline." It may be that he was the theorist 

who started the doctrine of "formal discipline," that hard subjects will 

develop mental power which can be utilized in studying dissimilar work 

or activities or experience.74 

VIII. LATER ADULTHOOD: THIRTY TO FIFTY 

From the age of thirty to the age of thirty-five all those stu

dents (either men or ;Jomen) who have excelled in all tests, both practical 

and theoretical, were admitted to the highest and most complete of all 

possible studies. These elite, intellectual people were chosen to study 

higher dialectic and philosophy. These men or 1wmen were to become the 

philosophers. This course included theory of knm1ledge, ethics, and 

psychology. Besides such subjects as ha!'"'.nony, metaphysics, government, 

lm1, and education were part of their study. 75 

Plato thought the study of philosophy would fulfill its best 

aspirations as an insight into the most important matters of life, knmrl-

edge, and religion. The late age at which philosophy is to be approached 

is essential to insure sufficient seriousness anJ steadiness i:n the stu-

dent. Studies such as these are not for iJnmature boys and gj_J:}_s just 

74R. Andrew Mackie "Trends in !;/estern Thought: Plato, Idealist," 
Education (December, 1953J, pp. 205, 206. 

75charles Eby 
Education (New York: 

and Fredrick Arrowhead, Historx illld Phj] osopby Qt. 
Prentice Hall, 1940), p. 389. 
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leaving school, (It needs a character already molded in experiences of 

life to make them understand and appreciate truths as brought forth in 

the study of philosophy.76) 

From thirty-five to fifty they were again to busy themselves with 

the practical duties of public and citizen life. These duties have never 

been entirely broken off throughout their training except in the five-

year interval after the age of thirty, 

Plato believed that as men became older they used the dialectic 

method in seeking "truth." He expected these philosophers to be orderly 

and steadfast. This period of their lives lasted for fifteen years until 

they reached fifty years of age. During this period they were on active 

duty to minister to varied governmental and admi.'listrative tasi<s. 77 

IX. PHILOSOPHERS: FIFTY TO END 

After the ae;e of fifty philosophers 'rere still to assume their 

share of public business, in its higher branches. They vers also ex-

pected to devote themselves in large measure to deepening and completion 

of their philosophical or Yeligious insights. They had to be sure i!l 

theiY o1m mi!lds about vhat makes life ;10rth living. They also HeYe to 

carry out this conviction with authority and efficiency in their govern

mental and administYative tasks.78 

76Bernayd Bosanquet, !1, A,, 
t.i:J& RemJbl i c 9!. ~ ( Cambddge: 

LLD., I.b.Q. Educatjon .Q.f. ~ ~ i.u 
At the UniveYsity Pyess, 1917), p. 15. 

77Plato, Th.e_ Republic, J:lll.• d,i., §539, 540. 

78Bosanquet, Qll_, d,i,, p. 16, 
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We can well understand why in describing his educational philos

ophy, Plato employed the expression, "a long 1my round.n79 Plato thought 

that in the sense of doing the best with the human mind, education is a 

lifelong process, and has h1o inseparable sides. You cannot "complete 

your studies" at twenty-three or twenty-four and then, leaving study 

behind, pass on to practice. The best kind of knowledge, that which 

makes life Harth living, cannot be \JOn except by a mind and character 

trained and matured in the school of life.80 

At the age of fifty philosophers are allowed to retire from 

active life if they have justified themselves. They spend most of their 

time in contemplation of the good. At their death greatest honors \·Till be 

paid to them. All that has been said of men applies to Homen also. 81 

X. SUMMJ\RY 

Such then l-iaS Plato 1 s plan for the citizens o.f the State. The 

administration of the schools should be placed in tho hands of a group 

of teachers and assistants under the supervision of one man knm.m as the 

D:Lrector or Minister of Education. This officer Has to be chosen from 

among the guardians of the laH by a vote of the magistrates to Hhom he 

Has directly responsible. In keeping Hith the dignity of the office, 

79Plato, Ill&. Republic, Q.P • .cii., §535, 503, 504. 

80 
Bosanquet, Q.P • .cii., p. 16. 

81 
Grube, Q.P. cit.. , p. 241. 
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the election was to be held in the temple of Apollo. The term of office 

was to be five years.82 

The law reads, 

One such minister will be sufficient and he must be fifty years 
old and have children, lmrfully begotten, both boys and girls 
preference. He who is elected and he who is elector should 
consider that of all the great offices of the State, this is 
the greatest. 83 

His duties were numerous. He appointed teachers, studied the 

poetry and prose writers, and chose from them materials for use in the 

schools. He >ras the censor of literary products that approached the 

ears of the people and of music used in the city. Hithout his approval, 

poots might not recite their versos or musicians sing before an audience. 

Thus we find the Director of Education not confining his \Wrk to 

the schools, but watching over all that \·Thich had to do uith the mold-

ing of public opinion. In the performance of his duties he Has permit-

ted to appoint a staff of assistants.. There Here to be teachors-nurscs 

vrho Here responsible for the training of infants. Tt-Jelve rnatrons Here 

to watch over tho behavior of the children in the gatherings at the 

temples.. The d:irector of music and gymnastics, the superintendant of 

the great music and athletic contests Hhich Here held at intervals Here 

under his supervision. 

Plato suggested a highly organized system of education having as 

its head one man who was responsible to the legislators for the proper 

82 
Plato, :l:rul. ~' QJ;).. cl:t.., §766. 

83
1JJ.i!;l., §765. 
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training of the youth of good citizenship and for the protection of the 

public from unuholesome influence. The state 1-1as to supervise the 

training of the child al1mys as its property and its responsibility. 

Plato believed the purpose of education 'das the production of 

good citizens uho uould perpetuate the ideals of the State. A good citi

zen l<as a harmonious personality. Such men and Homen can be developed 

only under perfection of body and mind. The average citizen Has taught 

those things Hhich fitted hiJn to live usefully and happily among his 

fellm< men. He Has industrious, temperate, and obedient to tho laH. 

Plato's plan of education Has a plan for social living. 

Appendix A is a synopsis of Plato's educational system as he 

proposed it h1enty--three centuries ago. 



CHAPI'ER III 

PLATO IN THE THENTIETH CENTURY 

I. T\ID!TIETH CENTURY EDUCATIONAL AlliS 

It is fitting that the study of education begin with the inquiry 

into its aims and purposes by educational philosophers. Philosophical 

reflection has its roots in educational concern. From Plato throue;h 

De1;ey runs the line of inquiry into one of man's most important ventures. 

The common goals, beliefs, and aspirations of a society and the aims and 

purposes of schools it sets up imply a.n underlying system of values. 

The philosopher must ask fundamental questions regarding these values 

and force a continuous re-examination of them, Such examination pro-

vides an opportunity to review the ends or goals and means or processes 

f . t' 1 o eauca lon. 

Conflicting questions concerning philosophies of education are 

plaguing thinkers of our time just as they challenged ancient philoso-

phers. Hhat are the fundamental purposes of education? ~!hat ma.ndat es 

guide the school in development of curriculums, the needs of the learner, 

the discipline of academic subject fields, and the national interest? 

If these basic questions could be answered, the scope and content of 

educational aims \Nuld be relatively simple, Different philosophies 

of education press diverse expectations from the school. Some of these 

1stan Dropkin, Harold Tull, and Ernest Schwarcy, Contemporary 
American Edncatjon (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1965), p. 1. 
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diverse philosophical views are cited via selected quotations from recog-

nized authorities as indicated. 

John Dewey, the classical exponent of the progressive point of 

view, a pragmatist and an axperimentalist, reasons: 

The school is primarily a social institution. Education 
is a social process, the school is simply that form of community 
life in which all those agencies are concentrated that Hhich 
will be most effective in bringing the child to share in the 
inherited resources of the race and to use his 01m powers for 
social ends. Education, therefore, is a process of living and 
not a preparation for future living. The school must represent 
present life. • • • The true center of correlation on the 
school subjects is not science, nor literature, nor history, 
nor geography, but the child 1 s mm social activities •••• 
There is therefore no succession of studios in the ideal school 
curriculum. If education is life, all life has, from the out
set, a scientific aspect, an aspect of art and culture, and an 
aspect of communication. It can not therefore be true tha·L the 
proper studies from one grade are more reading and writi . .>1g, and 
that at a later grade, reading or literature, or science, may 
be introduced. The prog:ress is !"lot a succession of studios$ 
but in the development of new attitudes towards, ru1d new inter
ests in, experience. Education must be conceived as a contL~u
ing reconstruct ion of experience; that the process and the goal 
of education are one and the same thing. 2 

The proponents of modern education claim that learning is more meaningful 

by relating it to life. Achievement should be assessed in terms of per-

sonal capacities. Schools today should be concerned with the total 

development of the learner. Self-discipline is more important than 

discipline imposed externally. Learning is more interesting and more 

learning is achieved when the student is involved. According to 

2John De1Jey, "My Pedagogic Creed," Edncat.ion ~ (Ne\{ York: 
G. c. Putman's Sons, 1940), pp. 3-17. 
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Clifton FadiJnan, a supporter of the Great Books philosophy, basic education 

should emphasize: 

The primary job of the school is the efficient trans
mission and continual reappraisal of what HG call tradition. 
Tradition is the mechanism by which all past men teach future 
men. • • • Basic education concerns itself with those matters 
vrhich, once learned, enable the student to learn all the other 
matters, whether.trivial or complex, that cannot properly be 
the subjects of elementary and secondary schooling. In other 
1<ords, both logic and experience suggest that certair1 subjects 
have generative pmrer and others do not have generative power. 
• • • It has, up to our time, been the general experience of 
men that certain subjects and not others possess this genera
tive po1<er. Among these subjects are those ;1hich deal with 
language, whether or not ones own; forms, figures, and numbers; 
the laws of nature, the past; and the shape and behavior of our 
coiP.mon home, the earth. Apparently these master or generative 
subjects endm1 one ;1ith the ability to learn the minor or self
terminating subjects. They also endow one, of course, vith the 
ability to learn the higherj more complex developments of the 
master subjects themselves. 

The advocates of basic education insist that the fundamental sub-

ject matter must be mastered, This is the only way that intellectual 

discipline can be acquired. They also claim that basic subject matter 

is the best education for our gifted students vrhich should be our pri-

mary concern. They think knovrledge for knovledge 1 s sal:e is perfedly 

defensible. 

Among life adjustment advocates ars: Stratemeyer, Forkner, 

McKim and PassaH. They are professors at Teachor 1 s College, Columbia 

JClifton Fadiman in James D. Doerner (ed.), IbE ~ Q( ~ 
Education (Boston: Little, Brmm and Co., 1959), pp. 5, 6. 
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University and they state the case for life adjustment education in these 

terms: 

Hodern living is becoming more complicated each day. 
Our democratic and social institutions are dependent upon a 
greater diffusion of knowledge and understanding. To provide 
an education that will function effectively in the lives of 
all youth the school must furnish something of meaning for 
the learner. It must encompass the basic values of our so
ciety. This requires that our schools furnish problems and 
interests of everyday living which have meaning for children 
as a starling point. As these immediate concerns are solved 
nm< insights are developed and delat Hith so as to provide 
bases for future action. This happens when present concerns 
of everyday living are seen in the light of continuing life 
situations, such as, keeping "Jell, adjusting to others, under
standing others, making a living, and adjusting to one 1 s en
vironment. We are dealing Hith social and political structure 
and forces. There are many situations that occur in life as 
every individual groHs from L~ancy to maturity.4 

The supporters of life adjustment education maintain that it helps 

to prepare American youth for more useful and satisfying lives as citizens 

and homemakers. It does not detract from the school- academically as it is 

planned to provide for the largest group of students Hho do not plan on 

attending college. This powerful force has prevented ll'.any students from 

dropping out of school which today is becoming a major problGYn in our 

educational system. 

Harold H. Stokes, President of Queens College expresses his belief 

that national survival is the goal of education: 

The new nationalism assumes that all the activities 
of our national life must be conducted to contribute to the 

4Florence B. Stratemeyer, Hamden L. Forkner, Hargaret NcKim, and 
A. Harry Passow, DeyeJ oping 1l. Curriculum f.Q.r: Hod em Ljyine (New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1957), 
Chapter 5 passim. 



strength of oUT nation, and education is no exception. Edu
cation is an instrument of pouer on Hhich national survival 
depends. It is educators duty to keep the nation strong. 
There Hould be little education at least none that ue thinlc 
desirable, unless it is directed toHard national survival. 
If national survival depends upon education, then education 
must be guided to serve national needs. This view has been 
stated very well when national educational leaders reit
erated "that OUT children t s minds are the nation 1 s greatest 
resoUTce. 11 5 
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The concept of education as related to psychological development 

has been expressed by Professor Jersild of Teacher's College, Columbia 

University: 

Education should help children and adults to know them
selves and to develop healthy attitudes of self-acceptance. 
The crucial test in the search for meaning in education is 
the personal implication of what '<re learn and teach. vie 
must make ~~ effort to conduct education in depth, to move 
tmmrds something signific~~t beyond the facade of facts, 
subject matter, logic, and reason behind Hhich human motives 
and a person 1 s real struggles and strivings are often con
cealed. To encourage the process of self-discovery ,,re must 
raise the question of personal significance in connection 
;lith everything ''e seek to learn and everything that is 
taught from the nursery school to postgraduate years. Hhat 
does it mean? Hhat difference does it ma.J,;:e? ';/hat is there 
in the lessons we teach, the experience He assign, the books 
He read, the experience He enter into, and in all of our 
undertakings, that can help us to find ourselves, and through 
us help others in our search~6 

The reconstructionist point of vieH is illustrated by Theodore 

Brameld, professor of educational philosophy at Boston University. 

5Howard 1,1. Stokes, "National Necessity and Educational Policy, 11 

Current Issues ill Higher Education (The Association for Higher Education, 
Hashington, D. C., National Education Association, 1959), p. 13. 

6Arthur T. Jersild, l:lb.mJ. TP.ilchus ~ 1'hemselyes (NB" York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1956), 
passim. 



While repudiating nothing of the constructive achieve
ments of progressivism, while recognizing also the importance 
both of essential knowledge and clear rational analysis this 
philosophy commits itself, first of all, to the renascence of 
modern culture. It is infused l<ith profound conviction that 
we are in the midst of a revolutionary period out of which 
should emerge nothing less than the control of the industrial 
system, of public services, and of cultural and natural re
sources by and for the common people who, throughout the ages, 
have struggled for a life of security, decency, and peace for 
themselves and their children. 

Education sufficiently dedicated to this purpose no 
longer remains, to be sure, on the fence of intellectual 
"impartiality," but '.t is an education which, for that ver'J 
reason, for diffusion of knowledge, for hunuL~Y realized 
beauty, goodness, and truth--an education l<hich, through 
the schools of America and all other democracies, could at 
last demonstrate its capacity to play no longer a minor but 
a major role in the reconstruction of civilization.? 

Hhat are the ultimate purposes of our education? To assure our 

national survival? To teach the "generative" subjects? To help the 

student in his everyday problems of life'! To help him understand and 

J$ 

accept himself? To reconstruct civilization? Perhaps the ultimate goal 

of education is to incorporate eclectically all of these into our modern 

educational system. In a pluralistic society such as ours there is 

opportunity and need for many different poi.'lts of view. Difference of 

opinions and practicGs in our educat5.onal system is 1vhat :makes our 

society dynamic.$ 

?Theodore Brameld, Education fill:. §Jl Emerging Age (NeH York: Harper 
and Row, Publishers, Incorporated, 1961), pp. 26, 27. 

$ 
Chris A. DeYoung and Richard Wynn, American Education (Nmr York: 

McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1964), p. 4$7. 
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One promising approach to education is the trend toward helping 

the student learn how to learn. The new curriculum stimulates interest 

and stresses mastery of the tools of inquiry relevant to the subject so 

that the student may continue learning on his o;m throughout life. By 

emphasizing structure and coherence of knowledge in a subject field, 

the student is relieved of the impossible task of digesting all the 

information in an academic field. He acquires a knmlledgeable portion 

of major concepts 14hich fit into meaningful and useful relationships 

and serve as a guide for continued learning.9 

It should be noted that the population and the student are largely 

concerned with modern education as a preparatj on im: l.if.!!, It is meant 

that learning must consider future needs and consequences, Our students 

must study today \·!hat will be needed by the adult of tomorrow, The basic 

aim of education in the United States is to make it possible for all boys 

and girls to develop, as far as capacities permit, into well-rounded, 

>Jell-informed citizens. 

Just as Plato Is total design for education in his time stressed 

preparation for and involvement in citizenship activities so do or should 

modern American schools. Discussion in this chapter is consciously con

cerned >lith broad comparisons between Plato 1 s school curriculum and aims 

using approximately the same pupil age group, content assignments, and 

purposes, 
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II. PRE-8CHOOL: BIRTH TO TlffiEE 

An individual at any stage in his development is the product of 

organic and environmental factors working hand in hand. What he is, what 

he does, what he becomes, how he reacts or behaves in all life situations 

can be explained in terms of these two interacting forces,lO often re-

ferred to respectively as innate and cultural forces, 

The behavior of a human being is obviously, to a large extent, 

dependent upon his biological inheritance,ll Children can perform many 

acts Hhich are impossible for lower animals just because they have the 

organic equipment of human beings. Nan's large and complex cerebrum makes 

possible the use of abstraction and enables him to develop symbolization 

and language _12 

The child is capable of behavior long before his expectant mother 

notices his stirrings, Prenatal behavior has been identified from study 

of infants who have been delivered before the normal term, The beating 

of the heart is noted as early as three 1<1eeks after the time of conception. 

The processes involved in respiration and digestion are prepared to func-

tion several weeks in advance of normal delivery. About the third month 

10Glen Myers Blaire; R. Stewart Jones; and Ray H, Simpson, Ednca
tiona1 Psychology (New York: The NacNillan Co., 1954 and 1962), p. 15. 

11Frank A, Beach, "Experimental Investigations of Species--specific 
Behavior,"~ American Psychologist, Vol. 15 (January, 1960), p. 1. 

1Zslair, Jones, Simpson, ~. ~., p. 15. 



of prenatal life many activities involving the skeletal muscles have been 

noted, and the range of activities increases during ensuing months.l3 

There is considerable evidence that physical traits such as eye 

and skin color, blood types, color blindness, and height tendencies fol

lmr the laws of heredity.l4 Several studies have been made of the effects 

of external stimulation upon the behavior of the h~~an fetus.l5 

There are many factors which influence grm.rth and developmont of 

the fetus. Proper balance of nutrients eaten by the mother. Deficiency 

in specific vitamins, minerals, calcium and proteins may seriously af-

feet the developing organism and produce abnormalities 1-1hich may be 

permanent.16 Any diseased condition or emotional strain on the mother 

will affect her metabolic rate, oxygen level, and the biochemical campo-

sit ion of her blood. Such a condition may interfere with the course of 

the development of the embryo, because some neH chemical substances will 

be transmitted to the fetus's circulatory system despite filtration of 

the placenta. Strong emotional reactions are usually irritating to the 

13 Arthur I. Gates, Arthur T. Jersild, T. R. McConnell, and Robert 
C. Challman, Educational Psyohol ogy (Nml York: The MacMillan Co., 1948), 
pp. 15, 16. 

14A. H. \vinchester, HeredH.y and Your Lif8 (Ne\4 York: Vantage 
Press, 1956), p. 36. 

15
D. K. Spelt, "The Conditioning of the Human Fetus in Utero, 11 

Journal .Q1'. Exo8rimeptal Psychology, Vol. 48, 1948, pp. 338-346. 

16
J. Harkany, "Congenital Malformations Induced by Maternal Nutri

tional Deficiency,'' Journal Q.[ Pediatrics, 1944, 25, pp. 476-480. 



fetus. Movements of the fetuses have been known to increase several 

hundred per cent while mothers were undergoing emotional upsets.17 
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The bacilli of infectious diseases, toxins, excessive fatigue, and 

very young or late biological age of the mother are among factors which 

influence and disturb prenatal growth in a variety of ways. The extent 

of disturbance depends on the severity and duration of these influences 

and on the embryos stage of development and with the strength which the 

mother and embryo are endowed.l8 

The expectant mother should live as ar:ty healthy, active, married 

woman. Proceeding about the home doing her daily housework as usual. 

Taking i·lalks in the fresh air provides essential exercise. This pro-

vides the expectant mother with a balance of work and relaxation. A 

balanced diet is essential at any time, but particularly necessary dur-

ing pregnancy. By carefully observing a balance of work and relaxation, 

a planned diet, and plenty of refreshing sleep she can expect a healthy 

normal baby at birth.l9 

It is quite remarkable hoH similar this modern thinking i.s to 

that of Plato, 1-1ho lacked, of cour-se, the benefit of sciGntific advances 

through the tHentieth century. According to Plato, infant education 

describes mans' first contact Hith the Horld. The hurran soul consists 

171. W. Sontag, "The significance of Fetal Environmental Differ
ences," American Journal Q.t Obstetrics Gynecology, l94l, 42, pp. 996-1003. 

18Justin Pikunas and Eugene J. Albrecht, Psychology Q! Human Deyel
opment (NeH York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1961), p. 61. 

l9Ibi.d.., p. 76. 
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of the intertwined circles of Same and Other which have motions of their 

own. But when the gods place this in a material body, and add the mortal 

parts of the soul to it, a great confusion arises. The immortal intellect 

is suddenly linked to unreasoning feelings and passions and with these 

tied down into a body which has motion of its own for, being matter, it 

is in a state of perpetual flux. All this chaos has to be reduced to 

order before man can develop. 20 It is here that we find the explanation 

of Plato 1 s otherwise strange insistence upon the important part which 

continual movement plays in the first three years of life. 

Plato recommended abundant exercise and proper nourishment on the 

bodies of infants unborn just as our modern psychologist or doctor would 

recommend. The pregnant woman was to ;ralk about and fashion the embryo 

within as wax is fashioned before it hardens. The mothexo is to s~>rathe 

the infant for two years.21 Modern day doctors recommend an expectant 

mother to a""<:ercise as usual expecially daily fresh air Halks. 

For Plato, infancy was that period from birth to age three. The 

child was to be uell nourished and to experience as little pain and 

pleasure as possible. He is a creature of appetite and spirit, pos-

sessing no reason.22 Movement at this timy is very beneficial. Mothers 

should always rock small children to sleep. Plato felt that movement 

20 
Plato, TirnaeJJs, §43. 

2l ' Placo, :!:.b& ~. §789. 

22
IQid., §792-794. 
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comforts the infant soul. At this time fear plays a gr<eat part in lives 

of children who must learn to overcome many terrors. 23 

A child, according to Plato, should not be spoiled or pampered. 

Neither should he be treated harshly. The first \{ill make him grow into 

a difficult and bad-tempered man. The second will make him far too humble 

reducing him to the condition fit only for a slave.2L, 

Plato says it is bad for a baby, uho starts to cry loud.l_y at birth 

to have his every \-/ant satisfied all the time. In fact, it is the uorst 

thing that could happen to him, permanently undermining his character. 

The good life does not consist in grabbing at every kind of pleasure 

and avoiding every kind of pain. At this early age character is formed 

by habit. 25 

As in Plato Is day rnodern specialists in child c2.re ars cc·ncerneci 

Hith the mother in the prenatal period. This concern extends to the 

child at birth. After the child returns from the hospital there is ac-

celerated learning in response to the stimulation received from the so:-~i::-'~1 

and physical attention of adults and children in the household. Huch 

learning is occurring at this time. The child is highly dependent upon 

his environment for nurture. A disequilibruim in his bodily processes 

results in a cry >lhich makes for a reaction of others tm-mrd him. If he 

is handled only 1-1hen he is crying, he may also cry in order to get 

23lli.d..' §791. 

24lli.d.. 
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attention. If he is handled when he is cooing, gurgling and happy; cooing 

and gurgling may be a learned method for securing social attention.26 

Psychologists and pediatricians are questioning average standards 

and over-regimentation. Individuality not only impresses the pediatri-

cian, but also later impresses the educator. His respect for individu-

ality has led to greater emphasis on what might be called matura.listic 

conditions, with the child's own rhythms governing the time of feeding, 

excretion, and sleeping. Individuality is recognized in the arnount of 

food needed, and appetite as a guide. Psychological as well as physi-

ological considerations have tended to reinstate some of the more natural 

conditions for caring for and nursing the inf'ant. This is the same type 

of wisdom t<hich is modifying the traditional standard type of education 

in later life.27 

Plato believed that education must begin liit.h the first breath of 

life. He stresses that the period from birth to three is perhaps more 

vital than any other in the forming of right attitudes. 28 Today some 

modern psychologists make this comment: 

A child's education begins as soon as he is born. His first cur
riculum consists of his contacts with adults, the ways in which 
he is handled and cared for, and the sights, sounds, and other 
sensory stimuli that impinge upon him. Nany of the experiences 

26
wmard C. Olson, Q.b.ild. Development (Boston: D. C. Heath & Co., 

1949)' p. 21. 

27Thid. 

28v. Wayman, "Plato 1 s Scheme for Public Education, 11 Education 
(December, 1937), pp. 242-246. 



that play a part in shaping his habits and molding his character 
arise. incidentally, Hithout plan, in the course of his daily 
care. But from the beginning, his elders have countless deal
ings Hith him that affect his everyday experiences and thus are 
a feature of his education,29 
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Plato pointed out the importance of adult influence on the child 

in his Prgtagon1s, Hhen he said: 

Education and admonition commence in the first year 
of childhood to the very end of life. Mother and nurse and 
father and tutor are vying ~>Tith one another about the im
provement of the child as soon as ever he is able to under
stand Hhat is being said to him,JO 

Plato Has Hell aHare of adult influence on children during these 

early formative years. He thought children Hould be ambidexterous if 

they 1,rere not iP..fluenced by adults or their peers. If children Here 

able to use both legs equally Hell, Hhy couldn't they become skillful in 

handling Heapons Hith their left he~d as Hell as their right? He stated 

this as folloHs: 

The right hand and the left hand are supposed to be by 
nature differently suited for our various uses of them; Hhere
as no difference is found in the feet and lower limbs, but in 
the use of the hands He are as maimed by the folly of nurses 
and mothers; for although our several limbs by nature are 
balanced He create a difference in them by habit.Jl 

Nodern psychologists claim that during the first months of life, 

children do not shaH consistent preference for the use of one hand. A 

29cates, Jersild, NcConnell, Challman, ~. ~., p. 15. 

30National Society for the Study of Education, 28th Yearbook, 
guoted from Plato's Protagorus, Selections from J oHett' s Translation 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1885), pp. 20, 21. 

31 Grube, 2R• ~., p. 247. 
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majority of youngsters eventually conform to adult ways and turn out to 

be right handed, The younger the child, the more ambidexterous he is 

likely to be, Even at later ages, individuals vary in the degree of their 

right or loft handedness, Many persons who definitely show a preference 

for one hand use the other for certain performances, 

It appears that both anatomical and environmental factors play a 

part in determL~ing handedness and that the relative influence of these 

factors varies in different individuals, The fact that the proportion of 

apparent left handedness during early childhood is somewhat larger than 

at a later time, and that a majority of parents, both wittingly and un

\·littingly, load the environment in favor of right handedness, suggests 

that there might be relatively more "southpaws" in the adult population 

if children Here left entirely free to develop in their own way. 

Since the child is moving into a predominantly right-handed 

world, steps taken by his elders to encourage right handedness Hill be 

of some advantage to him. To interfere with a tendency toHard left hand

edness may have unfavorable effects, especially Hhen such interferences 

involves compulsion and emotional strain,32 

Few adults can recall anything that happened before the age of 

three. Yet note how far a human being has gone in the school of life by 

that time. He has mastered the intricacies of language. He can use 

several hundred words; he understands many times that number. He has a 

vivid imagination. Images arise not only in his waking moments but also 

32cates, Jersild, McConnell, Challman, QR. Qit., p. 70. 



in his dreams. He has acquired a vast array of skills. His emotional 

life is highly complicated. His fears and resentments, his attitudes 

of friendliness or hostility, suspician or trust toward other people have 

been profoundly influenced by his past experience. He has acquired many 

tastes and preferences with respect to food and other things. He has 

been schooled in notions of good and evil. Already he may possess highly 

charged attitudes with respect to fighting, breakage of property, sex, 

cleanliness, and the like.33 

By the age of three the child's life has encompassed this and much 

more--yet nearly all of this period is lost in oblivion. Habits, at-

titudes, and tendencies he has acquired influence his behavior whether or 

not he remembers their origin. His personality is not completely set .for 

a person learns as long as hG lives. His v1ayc of thiP..king and feeli:-ig 

are continually being modified. In this process of learning, each new 

experience is received, interpreted, l<elcomed, or opposed in terms of' 

what has gone before. Tho fact that a child is not .fully aware as to 

what these terms are during the first years of life makes it all the more 

difficult to explain many of his actions. This curtaL~ concealing his 

early lii'e is one factor that sometL'lles results at the adult level in 

behavior that is personally baffling and puzzling to others.34 

It is little wonder that throughout history from Plato 1 s time to 

the present, man has maintained the first three years of life as the most 

JJT,__,,_, 19 
~., p. • 

34lbid. 
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vital to all human beings. Today efforts have been made to find ways of 

looking behind this curtain (conception of age three) notably by psycho-

analysts. The answers given by noted psychoanalysts are regarded as 

lacking in scientific proof. However, some important questions have been 

asked about these early months of life.35 Psychoanalysts, psychologists, 

and psychiatrists continue searching for answers to these questions much 

as Plato had done twenty-three centuries ago. 

III. PRE-ELEMENTARY: FOUR TO SIX 

Kindergarten. Plato once said that education began with the earli-

est years of childhood and lasted to the very end of life. lie stated that 

as soon as the child was to understand ;~hat was spoken, parents and nurses 

taught him to say what was true and to do what 1ms right. Later instruc-

tion was in reading and writing, learning songs, playing a stringed in-

strumcnt, and participating in games and sports. Knowledge can be taught 

in play according to Plato. Music, games, and dances he believed, 1dould 

mold the manners of children and would form their character.36 

He was more concerned Hith activities of children and less with 

accumulation of knowledge. These early childhood activities, taking place 

in the Greek temples were the forerunner of the modern nursery schools 

or kindergartens. More recently we have a neH federally subsidized 

35Ibld., pp. 19, 20. 

36
11. G. Good~ !i History .Q!. American Education (New York: The 

MacMillan Co., 1956), p. 203. 



pre-school program, Project Head Start, discussed more fully later in 

this chapter. 

Plato described the gathering at the temples in this way: 

At three, four, five, and even six years the childish 
nature will require sports; now is the time to get rid of self
will in him, punishing him, but not so as to disgrace him. • • • 
Children at that age have certain natural modes of amusGment 
which they find out for themselves •rhen they meet. And all 
of the children who are between the ages of three and six 
ought to meet at the temples of the villages. . • • The 
nurses are to see that the children behave properly and orderly.37 

Friedrich Froebel, creator of the kindergarten, was a lifelong 

observer of the ways of children. The child is characterized by his 
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activities. Every child is an individual, different from all others, and 

is self-active. Every child's activities are creative. Activities de-

vised for this age group ranged from pat-a-cake to group self-governlnent.38 

In 1855, Mrs. Carl Schu:t<z established a kindergarten in her home 

at '•latertown, \-lisconsin. 'ililliam T. Harris, superintendent of schools in 

St. Louis, encouraged Hiss Susan E. Blow to open the fi:t<st kindergarten 

in a public school system in 1873. By 1883 publie school kindergartens 

had been org~~ized in such numbers that a kindergarten department was set 

up «ithin the National Education Association. By 1912 the federal gover~-

ment had recognized the magnitude of the kindergarten movement and estab-

lished a Child:t<en 1 s Bureau in the Department of Labor. One year later 

37 . 
Plato{ :!1\.e. Reoubl1c (Great Books of the Western \-lorld), Vol. VII, 

(Chicago, 1952;, §694. 
38 

Good, op. cit., p. 205. 



the Kindergarten Division of the United States Office of Education was 

organized.39 
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The modern kindergarten is a place most responsive to the needs of 

the child. It should have no set pattern of activities or set program of 

learning. Physical, mental, social, and emotional growth of the child at 

this age is best accomplished by a very flexible program at work and play 

in an environment rich in sensory experiences and opportunities for varied 

activities. 4° 

The kindergarten is a play school, but here the play has a purpose. 

For the young child, play is the means of gett.ing acquainted Hith his 

environment. He feels things, tastes them, llPves them about, pushes and 

pulls them, and learns. The kindergarten teacher structures the em·iron-

ment so that the child may have materials for making his purposes con-

crete. Paints, clay, paper, le~go blocks, specialized toys, and other 

materials are there for his use. LJ. 

In this environment the child has an opportunity to participate 

in group rythrnic experiences, to sing and dance, to hoar and think about 

stories familiar to the child. Here >re have a child 1 s day, built around 

needs and interests of a four, five, or six year old. Out of such 

39s. E. Frost, Introduction to American &Juration (Garden City, New 
York: Doubleday and Co., 1962), p. 38. 

40I"'~ 5 ~., p. 4 • 

LJ.Thid.' p. 46. 
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experiences a child is well on the way to adequate muscular development, 

co-ordination, social responsiveness, and creative expression,42 

Kindergartens represent a realistic approach to needs and inter-

ests rather than the formal, symbolic philosophy of Froebel, or, the 

formal sterotyped apparatus developed later by Maria Montessori,43 New 

media is constantly being put to use; the kindergarten of tomorrow Hill 

probably be entirely different. These neH media Hill be utilized for 

sense stimulation in the child r s environment, They will not be used as 

a means of entertainment but as aids for learning and sensoFJ develop

ment.44 

Plato 1 s gatherings at the temples were a small beginning in ed

ucational opportunities for the very young child. This beginning of 

educational opportunity for the young child has boomeranged tu1til today 1s 

modern kindergarten has little resemblance to Froebel 1s. This makes one 

\<fonder what tomorrow's kindergarten will be like. Here is truly a fran-

tier area of modern education. 

Nursery school. The nursel'"'J school, predicted as necessary for a 

child's development and early training by Plato, did not appear until 

later in the development of American education. The kindergarten was 

recognized by the National Education Association in 1$$3. Nursery schools 

43r. L. Kandel, Amm•jr>an Edpcation in :!:...b.!;. Twentieth Century 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1957), p. $3. 

~rest, ~· ~., p. 47. 
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began thei~ development at the beginning of The Dep~ession of the nine-

teen thi~ies. Even today the~e ~e not many publicly suppo~ed n~se~ 

schools. The nu~sery school idea is gathering momentum as many modern 

mothe~s ~e wo~king outside the home. Nurse~ schools o~dina~ily en~oll 

child~en f~om the ages of eighteen months to t~ee ye~s. Kinde~ga~en 

usually p~ovides fo~ child~en between four and six ye~s of age.45 

In many ~espects n~sery schools follow the same principles which 

suppo~ the kinde~ga~en, allowing fo~ diffe~ences in the ages of the 

children. Nurse~ schools have a greate~ responsibility for the training 

of the young pupils in physical habits. Therfo~e, the size of the group 

taught by one teacher is generally limited to fifteen, Because children 

normally experience a longer day than do kL<derga~en pupils provision is 

made for meals and rest periods. othe~fise activities are similar to 

those in kinderga~en, consisting of group play, training in healthful 

living and hygenic habits, and learning music, rhythm, dance, dramati-

zation, dra\fing and painting, as Hell as working Hith clay and Hood. 

Activities are conducted indoors and outdoors. The basic aim is tc 

c~eate a happier and healthier childhood. 46 

Psychologists claim that gro~>rth of children at n~sery school and 

kinderga~en level is greater in scope and extent than at any stage of 

45 George R. Cressman and Harold \{. Benda, Pqhl i c Education ill 
Amerjca (NeH York: Appleton-Century Crafts, Inc., 1965), p. 66. 

4
6
Kandel, ~. ~., p. 86. 
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their development. These children are not only discovering but creating 

a new world for themselves,47 Plato, also believed in the gatherL~g of 

the children at the temples. He thought that music, games, and dances 

would mold the manners of the children and would form their character 

much as modern psychologists think.48 He placed supreme importance on 

training in the earliest years of life,49 

Project ~ ~. This is one of the several Cow~ity Action 

Programs operated under the Office of Economic Opportunity,50 In Oc-

tober, 1964, Congress passed the Economic Opportunity Act which was de-

signed to minimizG the impact of poverty and to attempt to reduce it. 

The provisions under this section encourage communities to undertake new 

approaches to problems associated with poverty. An interesting feature 

of this program is that pJ:<oposals must come from the community. Start

ing these pl:'ograms is a local community responsibility.5l 

Head Start is a concept of a child development center, It in-

valves many resources such as family, community, and professional work-

ers who can contribute to the child t s total growth. As a connnunity 

47 I . 36 illd., p. • 

48 Good, ~. Qit,, p. 203, 

49 G. M, A, Grube, PJato's TbmJght (Boston: Beacon hess, 1935), 
pp. 234, 235. 

5°D. K, Osborn, 11A Look at Child Development CenteJ:<s--<JpeJ:<ation 
Head Start," Th.e. Reading Teacher (February, 1966), p. 323, 

51lhid., p. 332. 
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facility, the child development center is organized around the classroom 

and the play area. It provides a program for health services, parent 

interviews, feeding the children, and meetings of parents and other resi

dents in the community.52 

This concept recognizes that some children have been deprived in 

many areas. Lack of intellectual stimulation is one of several gaps for 

children of the poor. Hhile the concepts of the nursery school is sound, 

the concept of a child development center seems more appropriate for the 

children served by Head Start. Many Head Start children receive early 

diagnosis of medical problems. In some instances a "slow learning" 

problem may in reality be a dental problem. A discipline problem often 

turns out to be a medical one. Most children in Head Start programs 

receive one hot meal a day, often their only substantial meal.5J 

Head Start teachers often feel that much of t"heir program 1 s sue-

cess is due to controlled class size. This is almost an ideal situation 

allowing small-group teaching. The teacher can better provide each child 

with maximum individualized instruction in such a controlled environment. 

This program 1·lill ultimately affect the entire educational field. 

School administrators are discussing ;mys to extend school dmmward. If 

Head Start ;1ere incorporated into our educational system permaiJ.ently in 

a carefully planned program, this should give pre-school children day-care 

52I'-'~ 332 ~., p. • 

53Ibid., p. 332, 333 



centers manned by excellent teachers. Such expansion would serve as a 

downward .extension of our publically supported common school system.54 

Plato also reflected this philosophy as he believed that this 

early training at the temples was important. He felt that environment 

56 

was essential to the development of a "whole~ child Just as modern psy-

chologists advocate today. The earlier the child is influenced by en-

riched environments, the better adjusted individual he Hill likely 

become in adult life. 

fu.m.e. summarj zing remarks. Freudian psychologists have long held 

that the experiences of childhood are crucial so far as later develop-

ments in personality are concerned. It is their opinion that in the 

first five or six years the basic life pattern is set. Although it is 

probable that they have somewhat overstated their case with respect to 

the all-pervading influence of early childhood experience upon later be

havior, no one doubts the extreme importance of this period.55 Florence 

Goodenough suggests that there is some evidence, 11 ••• that one-half 

of an individual's ultimate mental stature has been attained by the age 

of three years. 11 56 The preschool years and the elementary years do 

represent periods of most rapid physical, mental, and social grmrth. 

54rvor Kraft, "Head Start to What ?11 1b.e. Education Digest 
(November, 1966), pp. 1, 2. 

55 Glen Myers Blair, R. Stewart Jones, Ray H. Simpson, &lucat,ional 
Psychology (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1962), p. 67. 

56 
Florence L. Goodenough, 11The Measurement 

Childhood, 11 Manual .!2f. Qhll.d. Psychology (New York: 
Inc., 1946), pp. 467, 468. 
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Habits formed during this period are difficult to break at later stages 

in development, and many behaviors left undeveloped during this period 

are difficult to establish later. 

Plato seemed to be aware of character formation in these early 

years as he declared, "The most important part of education is right 

training in the nursery. 11 57 Plato 1 s education at this period was to 

consist of play, fairy tales, Mother Goose and simple amusements. In 

fundamental purpose, this is essentially what one would expect to find 

today in a modern nursery school, kindergarten, or Project Head Start. 

IV. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: SIX TO THELVE 

PRIMARY GRADES: SIX TO EIGHT 

Primary. Grades one, two, and three, usually grouped together, 

are called primary grades. Teachers ordinarily prepare to teach not one 

but all of these grades. Most primary children are six, seve, and eight 

years of age. Teachers of primary-grade children have the task of begin-

ning the child 1 s formal education. This is the time when children form-

ally start, learning to read. They learn to write and begin their first 

formal >TOrk with arithmetic. In these early grades children acquire 

habits and skills that they will employ throughout life. Teaching these 

foundational attitudes and tools is not only very important, but a highly 

technical job. Children pass through primary school but once.58 

(New 

5? Plato, Ib.e. 1IDL.s., s643. 
58 

George Willard Frasier, Au Introduction i.o. the. ~ ll( Edncati on 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1956), p. 34. 



Elementary schools are usually "progressive" in the earliest 

grades. At this level growth of the child is more important than any 

subject matter. The teacher is a planner, a guide and a member of a 

group she is teaching. The really sound features of so-called pro-

gressive education have become an almost universal part of the modern 

elementary school.59 

The nursery school and tho kindergarten demonstrate progressive 

education in its best form, for the child is the center of all consid-

oration. The school is interested in how he behaves and grows as a 

58 

human being. There is constant activity. Children are made happy while 

they are constantly encouraged to learn, there is no fixed subject mat-

ter to be taught. The really modern school carries this flexibility 

and activity of the lower grades through all the grades above. 

During these primary years the emphasis is upon learnJng to read, 

to write, and to figure. Children are not expected to gain any degree 

of mastery of these skills at this level. Normally he will develop some 

skill in reading simple material, wrHing personal letters and short re-

ports, and solving simple problems in arithmetic, In addition to these 

intellectual accomplishments, the child is engaged in other activities 

that are designed to help him grow socially, physically, and emotionally.60 

59Ibid., pp. 367, 368. 
60Ibid., p. 66. 
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INTERMEDIATE GRADES: NINE TO ELEVEN 

Intermediate grades. As the child moves into the intermediate 

grades, his newly acquired academic skills remain the focus of attention, 

but here the emphasis is strongly upon enrichment and the use of these 

skills in the activities which are engaging his interest. Stories and 

text material are read. His spelling skills are expanded to include 

those words making up the child 1 s rapidly widening vocabulary. Hare at-

tention is paid to the finer points of clarity, exactness, and style in 

writing. Arithmetic becomes more important in meeting demands of the 

child's modern environment. Several new learning areas are opened to 

children at this age. Social studies, science, art, music, literature, 

and history are a fev1 of the subjects uith uhich he must deal in an in

creasingly mature fashion.6l 

These middle aged children have a variety of interests 11hich are 

uider than those of primary children. These youngsters are interested 

in the expanding uorld about them. Social and emotional factors tend to 

assume greater importance during this period. Host elementary schools 

provide opportunities for l<idening experiences in these areas. These 

children are becoming conscious of their bodies and proud of their physi-

cal accomplishments. Because this age group abounds uith energy, the 

school must develop a program of physical experiences that uill help the 

child put this energy to constructive use.62 

6ln,< _, 66 .wJ.I4•' p. • 

62lli.d.. 
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Plato's ~. In Plato's elementary and secondary school boys 

and girls at the age of six were segregated, and both lived in state 

dormitories.63 Plato believed boys and girls should have the same edu-

cational opportunities. Yet he did not consider a woman to be a man's 

equal. From the age of six to the time when students entered higher 

studies, girls were to follo" the same educational program as boys, but 

they had their own schools. He advocated coeducation only at the age of 

six. 64 Our public schools are usually coeducational even throughout col-

lege years. 

Plato's recognizing that women should be on an equal basis was 

revolutionary in his day. Plato did not advocate coeducation; he did 

advocate equal opportunity for the sexes. There is nothing to prevent 

t.he individual from rising as high in the social scale of The. Reoqbl i::: 

as his endowments warranted. In early Greek life, social prestige "as 

inherited.65 In our modern society one may, if his abilities permit, 

climb socially, politically and economically. He may become president 

of the United States. There are theoretically no mobility limits if one 

possesses potential necessary to succeed. 

Plato would have been a strict disciplinarian if he ;1ere living 

63 
Plato, T.b.e. ~' ~794. 

6~ower, ~· ~., pp. 88, 89. 

65Curtis and Boultwood, 2n· ~., p. 136. 
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today. He did not have a very exalted conception of boy nature, and he 

paid his respects to boys' unruly character in no uncertain terms. 66 

Of all the animals the boy is the most unmanageable, 
inasmuch as he has the fountain of reason in him not yet regu
lated; he is the most insidious, sharp witted, and insubordinate 
of animals. Wherefore he must be bound with many bridles.67 

Plato thought that schoolmasters, mothers, nurse and attendant 

slave were all needed to discipline a child at all times. It was every 

citizen's duty to correct a misbehaving child.68 

Today no citizen would be alloHed to discipline another individu-

al' s child. Disciplinary action if radical in nature would be referred 

to the police who would take action by contacting parents. Many teachers 

do not feel the necessity for strict discipline. In fact, some even 

think a permissive atmosphere conductive to the best learning. Those of 

"middle of the road philosophy" feel that the most successful teachers 

who practice a "3F" policy by being fair, firm, and friendly, encounter 

feH disciplinary problems. 

There are a great many educational issues involving elementary 

schools. Huch controversy exists about the nature of good education. 

Some people believe that subjects should be difficult, discipline strict, 

and marking standards high. They push and prod their children at all 

times. These parents want their children to have good study habits and 

66
Eby and Arrowood, gn. ~., p. 386. 

67 Plato, Thsl.~, gn. ~., §808. 

68 
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be successful in late~ life. They believed that simply to know is educa-

tion. They wo~ship at the single sh~ine of knowledge. Many of these 

people accept as a fact the idea that child~en who have little academic 

ability have no ~ight to an education,69 

Most Americans know that a common school education is mandato~y 

th~ough compulsory attendance laws passed in 1876. All child~en ordin-

arily through sixteen yea~s of age, must attend school. Con®on belief 

in this country is that the school should give each child, no matte~ 

~<hat his ability, as much education as he can use.70 

Plato insisted upon compulso~y t~aining for all child~en 1-1ho 

we~e to become citizens. This la~< applied to both boys and girls. But 

he >ms opposed to compulsion in learning, and he was awa~e that anything 

learned unde~ coercion is painful, Plato Is condemnation of compulsion 

in lea~ning ~<as only fo~ young children. Fo~ older children he believed 

fully in the principle of formal discipline. Compulsory intellectual 

training was essential for those who ~<ere to run the state.71 l-ihile 

stressing the political and social aspects of m~~•s natu~e, he did not 

ignore its physical, rBligious, intellectual and aesthetic aspects. Some 

of these he ~<ould develop more in one class th~~ another. Labore~s should 

69 . 
FrasJ.e~, ®· ci.t.., p. 27 2, 

7QT1..< ~ 
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be given little or no intellectual education because of their natural 

incapacity for it.72 

63 

Education proper began at the age of seven for students in Plato's 

day and consisted of gymnastics for the body and music for the soul. 

Plato did not tamper with reading and writing, the basic elementary in-

struction of the day. He did want to add calculation to the arithmetic 

curriculum. 73 Concerning arithmetic, he apparently approved of the manner 

in which Egyptians taught it to their children through the use of number 

games designed to alert children and familiarize them with comr.wn number 

combinations.74 Many modern teachers agree with Plato's method of teach-

ing arithmetic through the use of games. Most, ho\{ever, do not think that 

computation >rill mal<e all children alert, quick to learn, retentive, and 

shrewd. 75 This was Plato's principle reason for including arithmetic L~ 

his curriculum because people of his day made little use of mathematical 

knowledge. Today our students need and use their mathematico~ knotdedge 

throughout life. 

Since Plato's era, it has been recognized that children have dif

ferent capabilities for learning. 76 He Has mmre that sometimes the sons 

of great men are lacking in ability, and also that sometimes sons of lower 

72James Mulhern, !i Hi story llf. Education (New York: The Ronald 
Press, 1959), p. 159. 

73p n< ... ower, ~· ~., p. 90. 

74 
Jowett, ~· ci.t_., p. 130. 

75Thid. 

76 
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class parents might be gifted. Special ability must be recognized and 

provisions made for the transfer of individuals from one class of society 

to another.77 

Of a son of a golden or silver parent has a mixture of 
brass and iron, then nature orders a transposition of ranks and 
the eye of the ruler must not be pitiful toward the child because 
he has to descend ih the scale and become a husbandman or artisan. 78 

Vie know today that the hereditary principle is by no means abso-

lute. The nature and extent of these differences in modern education 

have been little understood until recently. In 1916 Louis Terman pub-

lished his epoch-making book on the measurement of intelligence. He also 

published the Stanford Revision of the Simon-Benet tests. It then became 

possible to measure academic a.ptitude of children. A few years later 

group intelligence tests were developed. Then it. '"as possible to measure 

the intelligence of all members of a class at. one time.79 

Tho true extent of individual differences is a~azing. Typical 

classrooms of ordinary elementary school children will have one or two 

individuals of near-genius or genius status and one or t>TO at the other 

extreme, classed as dull normal or of borderline Lntelligence. Between 

these t>Io extremes lie the rest of the dass. In addition to differ-

ences in thinking capacity, there arc tremendous differences in physical 

attributes, in motor development, in social maturity, in family background, 

77
Fredrick Eby and Charles Flinn Arrowood, History and Phjlqsqphy 

.Qf. Edncatjqn (New York: Prentice Hall, 1940), p. 371. 

78 
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in aptitudes for various creative arts, in emotional stability, and in 

many other areas. Plato was correct when he recognized children as being 

different and having different capabilities.SO 

The uniqueness of American culture is in recognizing the variety 

of talents and abilities of children. Each child is accepted for what he 

is. He is provided with maximum opportunity to develop his talents to 

the full extent of his capabilities, Sl This is exactly vhat Plato advo-

cated twenty-three centuries ago in his ideal state, 

V. SECONDARY SCHOOL: Tv/ELVE TO EIGHTEEN 

.JUNIOR HIGH: THELVE TO E'OURTEEN 

Junior l:ligh. J1mior high school is designed for young adoles-

cents. It serves boys and girls whose ages range roughly from h1elve 

through fourteen. This age group does not belong in elementary school 

with its maternalistic approach to education, nor does it belong in 

senior high school with its more adult a.11d individualistic approach to 

educa t. ion. 

The junior high school curriculum ordinarily provides a much bet-

ter educational program for adolescents than that found in element~; 

school, It is more general in its character than the program of senior 

high school, J1mior high is more concerned with problems of general 

education and with maturation problems of youth. Subject matter 

SOn._,~ 368 
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ordinarily is more closely adjusted to needs of this age group. All 

pupils study certain required core courses,82 These are in such general 

areas as social studies, language arts, health, general science, practi

cal arts, fine arts, music, and mathematics.83 

Junior high school should teach many things well, It should help 

young adolescents discover much about themselves and help them plan for 

the future. In the arts students get a wide variety of experiences. 

General shop teaches in a single laboratory many of the arts that stu-

dents may develop later on a more specialized basis, From this experience 

in shop he may discover a talent he will want to develop in senior high 

school. Literature classes introduce the pupil to a wide range of lit-

erature. Study at this ] evel is not limited to intensified focusing on 

a few selections. In this \my most students develop reading habits and 

skills. The school library should have a well-chosen selection of books,84 

Geography, history, sociology, economics, and political science 

are not taught as separate subjects but are integrated into a unified 

course called social studies. 

In a. study of this kind each student should become interested in 

the basic industrial, social, and political problems of his count~;. 

Some time in the future he may specialize in any one of these ficlds.85 

8~rasier, QI!. cit.., p. 395. 

83I"< _, ........... , p. 397. 

8~., p. 398. 

85Thid.. 
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Junior high school general mathematics develops number skills 

necessary for every individual. A course of this kind rounds out and 

completes the arithmetic started in elementary school, This mathematical 

study also builds a foundation for specialized junior and senior high 

school mathematics. The boy or girl who becomes sixteen and discontinues 

his education has received basic mathematical knowledge which should be 

of lifelong value to him.86 

In some junior high schools a student has the advantage of start-

ing study of a foreign language Hhich may be continued at the high school 

level. Ver-; often after studying Spanish for three or more years a stu

dent learns to speak the language fluently. 87 

In the science curriculum junior high school pupils are concerned 

with more general introductory aspects of scientific living. These 

science courses give them background for more specialized study of courses 

in junior and senior high schoo1.88 Many students at this age have keen 

interest in science. Hith the help of an intelligent teacher +>hey can 

become fine scientific students in more advanced grades. 

Junior high school is a period of transition, experimentation, and 

maturation, In this age group are some who are still immature socially, 

physically, and emotionally. Yet others are in the process of maturing 

in all of these interrelated areas. At the other extreme are many who 

86llid.., p. 398. 

87
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have already attained characteristics of young adults. As a result of 

such heterogeneity, students in these grades need a variety of treatment, 

much understanding and an exceptional amount of patience.89 Extremely 

empathetic and able teachers are needed. A curriculum must be flexible 

to meet the needs of these youngsters during these transitional years. 

SENIOR HIGH: FIFTEEN TO EIGHTEEN 

Senior high. Senior high school has been traditionally a four-

year institution consisting of grades nine through twelve. ~/here the 

junior high has taken root, the high school is a more compact unit en-

compassing the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades. Ages of these youth 

attending senior high school range from fifteen through eighteen. There 

are really three fairly distinct types of high schools which usually are 

referred to as: "Academic," 11Vocational, 11 and "ComprehGnsive.n90 

';/hen high schools first appeared, their programs were exclusively 

geared toHard college entrance. Over the years, the purpose of the 

senior high school has been broadened to include many other goals, but 

its function of preparing students for college has been retained. Host 

modern colleges demand a thorough academic training for entrance. High 

schools, therefore, find grmring demands for adequate preparation for 

college for ever large numbers and percentages of students. 91 

89
Frost, ~. ~., pp. 66, 67. 

90Ibid., pp. 78, 79. 

91Ibid.' p. 79. 



Senior high schools also have had pressure placed upon them for 

new and more practical courses because of the rapid industrialization of 

our country. Many young people go from high school directly to jobs. 

Our industrial nation is demanding senior high schools to prepare them 

for this experience.92 

The federal goverrunent has recognized high schools' vocational role. 

We have agricultural training, trade and industrial education, and typing 

and shorthand Hhich Here mainly inserted into the high school curriculum 

through gover~ment acts. Today the government is spending in excess of 

:ip37 ,000,000 annually for vocational education. Some metropolitan area 

schools offer electronics, building skills, mechanical arts and printing 

for boys. Beauty culture, dress design, retail selling and many other 

courses of interest are available for girls.93 

The comprehensive high school encompasses students from both the 

college and vocational curricula in one student body. Here they share 

many common experiences through their general courses. Certain basic 

studies are required by all students. Facilities, such as health services 

and library, arE. used by all. Such a program necessitates a large .stu-

dent body so that specialized classes are large enough to \·!arrant pur-

chase of special equipment.. To solve this problem many small corrilllunities 

have a consolidated high school. Several communities join together and 

92ll:Wl.' p. 79. 

93lhid., pp. 79, 80. 
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build a high school large enough to accommodate both academic and voca

tional instruction. 94 

Most modern high schools attempt to present programs that will 

meet needs of all types of students who live in the district and attend 

that school. Dr. Franklin J. Keller, after studying both vocational and 

academic high schools, succinctly summarized his research findings: 

The facts point to an inevitable conclusion: one + 
one ~ one. It means if you add one academic preparation to 
one vocational preparation you have EDUCATION in large let
ters--bigger, better, functioning, interesting and pleasant 
to take. 95 

High-school administrators and teachers must be aware of the mili-

tary demands made upon our youth. Every boy l<ho has the necessary health, 

intelligence, and education ;rill be drafted into the armed forces. Some 

boys will go when they drop out of high school. Others will go directly 

from high-school graduation into some branch of the service. Some Hill 

be allowed to attend college and then fulfill their military .requirements. 

Because of this .required military service, our schools should present and 

teach subjects and skills that could be developed that 1-10uld further the 

plans of the military. 

Evaluation of the subjects offered in senior high school might con-

elude that literature should lead t.o better adult reading habits. Social 

studies should lead to an interest. in government and good citizenship. 

Art and music should develop a taste for· the best in these fields. 

94lbid., pp. so, 81. 
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Physical education and health courses should develop good habits of liv

ing and a healthful recreation pattern. The recreational sports such as 

volleyball, softball, badminton, golf and tennis are of more ultimate 

value to a boy or girl than are football and basketball. The girl or boy 

in later life will participate in recreational sports, but only profes

sionals will be active in basketball or football.96 

snm.,ARITIES AND DIFFERENCES 

Pbysi ~aJ education. Approximately three-fourths of the states in 

the United States have some type of direct state legislation requiring 

inclusion of physical education in the school curriculum. b the remain

ing states, physical education experiences are provided in most schools 

either on a required or elective basis. This >Iidespread inclusion of 

physical education is a comparatively nm1 departure-in American education. 

Early in the nineteenth century there \-rere attempts by schools and col-

leges to establish courses in physical education, but there '"as no real 

progress until after the Civil \-Jar. 

The first organized pro(lr8Jns in physical education Here in A.'lleri-

can colleges between 1850 and 1860. First public-school programs ap

peared nmch later. Since these early beginnings, the development of 

schools and college programs have progressed steadily, keeping pace with 

advancClments in philosophy of education. After \·lorld Vlar I He saH a 

tremendous spurt in physical education programs because many of our young 

9~rasier, ll.P.• ill.., pp. 408, 409. 
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men inducted into the army did not pass their physical examinations and 

were not fit for military service.97 

After World War II citizens of the United States became alarmed by 

the number of young men rejected for physical defects and this gave added 

incentive for our schools to include physical education as a required 

subject.98 Today most modern-day schools include physical education in 

the total school curriculum. Hany schools have regularly organized and 

scheduled classes in physical education taught by special teachers or a 

regular classroom teacher. Pupils are given a program of instruction in 

various skills. In many schools the free periods are also planned recre-

ational activities such as games, dances, developmental exercises and 

rhythmetic activities.99 

The aim of physical education may be defined as folloHs: 

Organized physical education should aim to make the 
maximum contribution to the optimum development of the in
dividuals potentialities in all phases of life, by placing 
him in an environment as favorable as possible to the pro
motion of such muscular and related responses or activities 
as will best contribute to this purpose.lOO 

\llhen an individual participates in play, his body, mind and emo-

tions are Harking together. He is functioning as an integrated person-

ality and it is this functioning "hich is the foundation of mental 

97 Eugene W. Nixon and Fredrick W. Cozens, [ill. Introduction t.Q. Physi
~Education (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, Co., 1959), pp. 114, 115. 

98
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health.101 This synoptic generalized account of the development of physi-

cal education instruction is here simply to relate this aspect of American 

education to a similar emphasis of Plato's, but with a different purpose. 

Plato's interest in physical training is solely for its effects 

on character and for this he regards it as essential. He does not say a 

word about its value for health and physical development. These prob-

lems \{ere not urgent in the small Greek city open to the country on every 

side as they are in the huge industrial cities of today. Health and 

bodily fitness were assumed as endoued by nature in Plato 1 s day. In one 

profound passage he insists on importance of a balance being kept be-

tween the development of the mind and body. This must be if character is 

to be formed. The mere athlete >Jill be only a fine animal and is likely 

to end 11 by being wholly uncultivated and a hater of reason." He uould 

have no use for reasonable persuasion. He would gain all his ends by 

violence, like a brute beast, and he Hould live in a dull stupor of ic;-

norance 1dth no touch of imrard harmony or grace. If his temperment is 

uhat Plato calls "naturally spiritless," he will likely becone soft. If 

he is naturally "high spirited, 11 he is likely to be Heak and unstable. 

Readily flying into a rage and dying down again on the slightest provo-

cation. So P1ato, stresses the importance of physical training for its 

effects on character through all stages of education.102 
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All physical exercises Plato included under the catagories of 

wrestling and dancing. 11ith the broad use of "wrestling" it may be 

thought to mean a school for physical education in general. Plato had no 

intention of developing the body to the utmost degree possible, and there 

was no danger of athleticism in his ideal state.l03 Plato believed that 

mind and body were separate but that the one should not be developed at 

the e.."'Cpense of the other. He thought a Hholesome bodily development 

1.rould malce a real contribution to the development of the mind.l04 

In Plato 1 s era a boy might wrestle in order to achieve all the 

values the sport offered, and he W'Ould be commended for it. But if he 

Hrestled to defeat an opponent, his action W'ould not be meritorious. 

Plato did not speak out violently against competitive sports, but he did 

105 not approve of them. 

Today in our physical education program we have recreational 

sports, but the stress is placed on spectator sports or competitive 

sports. As tirne goes by mor-e of our citizens are demanding sports v.Ihich 

they can enjoy as spectators even to the development of begiilning base-

ball, basketball, and football at fifth grade level so schools will have 

tho best team. Plato, along Hith the more thoughtful American educators, 

W'ould disapprove of this type of training. He felt that sports should 

103 ( Delbert Aberteuffer, Pbys-i gal Educati op New York: 
Brothers Publishers, 1956), p. 10. 

Harper & 

l04.lllid.' p. 9. 

105 
Power, ~· ait., p. 91. 
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be participated in for the enjoyment of the sport, not for the competi-

tiveness of it. 

Hilitary service. Just as our students today must interrupt their 

intellectual studies to participate in military service required by the 

government so did students in Plato's era. At the ages of seventeen or 

eighteen Plato's students had their education interrupted for t\.To or 

three years of compulsory military service. In the United States stu-

dents ordinarily must serve several years in some branch of the military. 

In Plato 1 s time this was a great test of a boys t or girls 1 physical ca-

pabilities as noted in Chapter II, page 25. In our day boys 1 physical 

abilities and mental alertness are tested by actual participation in 

sham battles, studies, and physical fitness programs. He are actually 

reverting to ideas created twenty-three centuries and more ago to keep 

our military strength at a capacity level for the protection of our 

country. 

School l:&;u:d. Plato declared that the Hinister of Education is 

far the most important office of the state and that he \Wu~d bo the busi-

est of officials. Plato suggested he should associate with_ himself 

suitable citizens of either sex, essentially of a kind of Board of Educa-

tion established twenty-three centuries ago. American school boards did 

not come into being until 190o.l06 Today's school boards have a president, 

a vice president and members who legislate and make the laws and policies 

of the school district. See Chapter II, Summary, page 31. 

106s· R.h dL .. t 1r 1c ar 1v1ngs one, 
The MacMillan Co., 1944), p. 6. 

.El..i;J.tQ 1illd Modern Education (New York: 
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Censorsbj P• Plato put rigid censorship on literature and music in 

his ideal state. Ancient poetry must be thoroughly purged of all evils 

and falsehoods. Homer was to be excluded for his lies about the gods. 

Songs must be set models. Censorship of painting, sculpture and archi

tecture is to be established.l07 The Catholic Church exercises censor-

ship of books and motion pictures which do not meet the approval of the 

Catholic Diocese.l08 The New York Public Schools have their textbooks 

censored by the Board of Education because they feel all books are not 

quality books and fit to be read by children.109 Plato evidently be-

lieved that certain music and literature were not good for young minds, 

much the same as some of today recognize the same about our movies and 

literature. 

~ l:!.il.li 1J. progmssiye. The following three quotations from 

Holmes reflect how far ahead of his time 1-1as Plato. The reader can 

easily understand that Plato was really referring to some basic prin-

ciples of learning currently considered fundamentals. 

Hence my excellent friend, you must train children 
to do their studies in a playful manner, and without any 
air of restraint, with the further ob,j ective of discerning 
more readily the natural bent of their respect characters. 

To the constrained performance of bodily labor does, 
it is true, exert no evil influence upon the mind; but in the 

107Eby and Arrowood, ~· ~., pp. 277, 378. 

108
Henry Ehlers, Gordon C. Lee, "Censorship and the Prohibition of 

Books," Crncial Issues in Education (New York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 
Inc., 1959), pp. 29, Jl. 

109Eblers and Lee, "Comment on New York Textbook Censorship," p. 45. 



case of the mind, no study, pursued under compulsion, remains 
in memory. 

• • • care being taken in such a shape as not to make it com
pulsory upon them to learn.llO 
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Plato's school \./aS the first progressive school. It \<as largely 

informal; it counted on students to plan their own programs and to take 

full responsibility for their future. Pupils were to call upon the 

teachers for assistance only when they exhausted their own resources. 

Teachers were not to tell pupils what to think, but were to lead them 

to understanding and ultimately to truth.lll 

Modern elementary teachers advocate maturation and development 

more than of subject. matter per se. The teacher is a planner, a guide, 

and a member of the group she is teaching. In this respect progressive 

education is firmly entrenched in the modern elementary schools.ll2 

Cited in this section have been some of the similarities and dif-

ferences of Plato 1 s education from birth through secondary school as 

compared ,,lith mouern education of the same level. It seems obvious that 

some educational principles and practices to a degree were a part of 

Plato 1 s think_ing and incorporated in the schools of ancient Greece .. 

111
Edward J. Power, "Plato's Academy: A Halting Step Toward 

Higher Education," Hj storj cal Educational Onart erly (September, 1964), 
p. 163. 

ll?- . 
-J:I'rasJ.er, ~- ~., p. 368. 
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COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY: Nll!ETEEN TO TWENTY-FIVE 

Unrlergrru]nate: nineteen :i:..Q. tvent.y:::j;wo. The first institutions of 

higher learning founded in this country were four-year colleges. Most of 

these \{ere established for the preparation of ministers for the various 

religious denominations. As time went by, some of them developed into 

universities and others became liberal art colleges.ll3 

There are now a great many four-year liberal arts colleges in 

America. Although most of them \{ere formerly controlled by religious 

groups, trends have been mmy from church control. Hence today the major-

ity of those that Here once controlled by Protestant denominations are noH 

under self-perpetuating boards of trustees.114 

An important purpose of liberal arts colleges is to complete the 

formal education of some of its students and to prepare others for later 

preprofessional vork in a university. 

The term "university" is used in this country in many different 

ways. Usually it connotes a group of colleges that function w1der a sin

gle charter or that were established by a single act of a legislature.115 

American universities are sometimes large institutions, covering a 

great many acres. They usually include a four-year liberal arts college. 

Four years of liberal arts work leading to a baccalaureate degree is 

11%rasier, .QD.. ili., p. 430. 

n~. 

ll5Thid. 
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obviously offered, In large universities there is also a graduate school, 

with curriculums leading to masters and doctor's degrees. These degrees 

are usually bestowed in the same major fields as bachelor's degrees.ll6 

Graduate: twenty--three J& twenty-four, The first graduate school 

was opened in John Hopkins in 1876. Yale granted the first doctorate of 

philosophy. Today graduate schools are an inseparable part of our educa-

tion pattern. Modern teachers must plan to study at the graduate level, 

Several states now require one year of graduate work for secondary certi-

fication, Continued graduate study leading to a doctor's degree is neces-

sary for holding many administrative positions or for teaching in a col

lege or university.ll7 

Higher education of some type is found in every civilization. 

Because we live in a democracy, higher education should be keyed to the 

democratic ideal that guides our life pattern,llS Plato was quite defin-

ite about his aim for higher education. He believed education meant a 

great deal more than imparting information. It was the redirection of 

the whole personality. Plato thought education should develop the best 

type of citizen for war and peace,ll9 

ll6Ibid., p. 430. 

ll7Ibid., p. 431. 

us Ibid. 

119
curtis and Boulhtood, .Ql;l.. ill.., pp. 8, 25. 
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Actually the work of Plato had its immediate influences nat on the 

education which is discussed in lli Republ j c and TIJ.e. ~. but on students 

at college leve1.120 By founding the Academy, Plato in effect originated 

the university.l2l 

An inspection of the series of curriculums found in Appendix B 

will reveal to the thoughtful readers hm-1 llnlCh Plato has influenced all 

succeeding college education. The Academy in which Plato taught was an 

actual institution or university.l22 

This school, founded by Plato is now called the Academy. Milton 

later used the term to describe a form of classical secondary school 

which he advocated for every community. Its classical tone appealed to 

the early founders of American schools so the secondary schools have 

often been called academies.l2J 

It was Plato 1 s bequest which first instituted an educational en-

dm-~ment, by leaving certain pieces of land, at the place wh8re he was 

accustomed to teach, to a successor ~<hom he named. His example of leav-

ing land endo\ments were followed by others, and a set of endowed day-

colleges thus gr-ev1 up in Athens. 

120A. Gordon Melvin, fl History Qf. Education (New York: The Jolm 
Day Co., 1946), pp. 71, 72. 

121 
Curtis and Boult wood, ®• cit.., p. 28. 

122 l . . 2 Me Vln, .QP.. Qit., pp. 9 , 93. 

123
Bernard Bosanquet, lli EcJucatj on Qf. :lJJ.l;. .YmlD.g iu :lJJ.ll. Rqppbl i c 

Qf. ~ (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1917), p. 19. 
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The first support of public education by the federal government 

was in the form of a land grant, made in connection 'Tith the organization 

of the Northwest Territory of 1785. Congress decreed that the sixteenth 

section of each township should be set aside in that territory for "the 

maintenance of public schools.nl24 

The Morrill Act of 1$62 set aside certain lands to be used by 

states in establishing agricultural and mechanical arts colleges. These 

colleges were to teach farmers how to produce more food, engineers to 

devise machinery for war and teach officiers how to command.125 Plato 

lead the 'laY for land endowment for higher education. 

VOCATIONPL EDUCATION 

From tho earliest periods of civilized life to the closing years 

of the eighteenth century, there was little change in vocational educa-

tion. Throughout thousands of years skills have been learned by imitation 

or "learning by doing." Apprenticeship at first Has merely a father-to-

son transmittal of skill and knmTledg8. Later this \iSS ep~arged through 

adoption of sons by artisans. This practice prepared the ;my for inden-

tured apprenticeship. Hith the advent of the factory the usefulness of 

apprenticeship was almost destroyed. Through all ages there has been 

one way for the unskilled worker to learn to do his tasks, namely, the 

12/,_ . ~<+ 
....,.J:l'ras1.er, _QJ;l. ~·, p. 220 • 

125Ihld., p. 222. 
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pickup method. It is only in recent years attention has been given to 

training the common or unskilled laborer for his work.126 

In earliest period of American history, some form of apprentice-

ship constituted the chief means of training for all but common laborers. 

Early American colleges were established primarily to train ministers, 

but later expanded into professional schools. Typical of this type of 

institution is Harvard University which Has established in 1638 and added 

these colleges by date as indicated: a medical school in 1782; a lm' 

school in 1817; a divinity school in 1819; a dental school in 1867; a 

graduate school of business administration in 1908; and a graduate school 

of education in 1920.127 

Young men acquired knowledge of the profession they wished to 

enter by studying under a qualified doctor, lmryer, or minister. During 

this period the need for professional schools Has realized and many insti-

tuitions grm' up and were taught by private men engaged in the professions. 

The above three professions Here early sustained by a special type of 

apprenticeship.l28 

Gradually training for vocations other than the "learned profes-

sions 11 found a place in college curriculums. Modern universities offer 

many opportunities for vocational education. There is also a tendancy 

to increase these opportunities. Following growth of vocational education 

126Arthur B. Mays, Principles aruJ. Practices Qf. Vocati anal Educa
t.iml. (New York: 11cGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1948), pp. 16, 17. 

127.Thid.' p. 21. 

128Ibid., p. 22. 
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in colleges and universities, secondary schools began making provision 

for vocational training needs of youth. In 1917 Congress passed the 

Federal Vocational-education Act, providing aid for certain aspects of 

vocational education. At the present time certain types of agricultural 

education, commercial education, and industrial education are firmly en-

trenched as divisions of education in the United States. Recently there 

has been a marked tendency, regarded as a public responsibility, to in

crease vocational education at both secondary and college levels.l29 

Plato would approve our vocational education curricula because 

he was a practical man_l30 He vie1·1ed vocational studies in their rela-

tion to character. He recognized their necessity for his youth would 

learn geometry for war and astronomy for agriculture and navigation.l31 

He advocated vocational education when he stated: 

According to my view, anyone who would be good at 
anything must practice that thing from youth uptiards, he 
uho is to be a good builder should play at building child
ren 1 s houses; he 1>1ho is to be a good husbandman at tilling 
the ground; and those who have the care of' their education 
should provide them when young with mimic tools. The future 
carpenter should learn to measure and apply the line in play; 
and the future warrior should learn riding, or some other ex
ercise for amusement, and the teacher should endeavor to di
rect the children 1 s inclination and pleasures by the help of 
amusement, to their final aim in life.l32 

129Ibid., pp. 39, 40. 

l3°Roger \v. Holmes, "Great Contributors to Education," Progressive 
Education (April, 1930), p. 135. 

l3lEby and Arrowood, ~.~., p. 390. 

132
Curtis and Boultwood, ~· ~., p. 27. 
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ADULT EDUCATION 

The scope and sequence of activities in which adults participate 

as part of their lifelong learning process are so numerous that no one 

book could possibly encompass all of these activities. The process goes 

on through the media of radio, motion pictures, press, and classroom; 

for farmers, parents, businessmen, ><orkers and housewives; in schools, 

libraries, museums, settlement houses, and public auditoriums. These 

programs range from social dancing to Sanskrit with services ranging 

from child-care training to old-age counseling. -~though the American 

effort is unequaled in any part of the Horld, there remains much to be 

done by improving facilities and procedures for adult training.lJJ 

Adult education should be available for everyone. He cannot have 

an educated nation or a true democracy until all are educated,lJ/+ Ac-

quiring a university degree does not assure spiritual and intellectual 

maturity urgently required in a rapid changing society. 

Perhaps if the Horld stood still education Hould change little. 

But think of the tl<entieth century world. Before a man is forty, the 

;rorld of his tHenties Hill have changed, neH problems, ideas, forces, 

methods, reveal themselves, and I.Jith all of these thero must be a 

reckoning.l35 

lJJPaul H. Sheats, Clearence D. Jayne~ and Ralph B. Spence, Adult 
Educat.i on (New York: The Dryden Press, 1953), p. 2. 

134s· R' h~-' L. ' t ~r ~c ~-u ~v~ngs one, 
Co., 1944), p. 87. 

Qn Educatj on (New York: The MacMillan 

135Ibid., pp. 89, 90. 
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It seems safe to say that necessary judgements cannot be made 

without a systematic informal adult education program. Perhaps periods 

of time are needed when we resume our education methodically and have 

leisure to rethink our position, and possibly revive our ideals.l36 

Educators are currently beginning to realize needs for advanced 

education after graduates leave schools or u.niversities. The middle-

aged group occupy key positions and directing positions of the nation. 

In some way this age group must be kept up to date, re-tooled in ideas 

and thoughts. Some means of preserving man's intellectual and physical 

vitality must be incorporated into his daily life. Everyone engaged in 

practical work needs periods of systematic study in order to refresh, 

re-equip, and reorientate his mind. Few individuals would not profit 

from it.l37 

A present trend in education is a rene~<ed education periodically 

or a conti:mous education. .Plato believed that an individual should 

continue his education until the age of fifty and then retire. .Perhaps 

ue >rill revert to this period in history incorporating an educational 

system similar to Plato's into our education system. See Chapter II, 

page 30 for related cOimnent. 

Hhereas Plato's adults retired at age fifty American adults today 

through the enactment of compulsory retirement lmrs do not retire until 

age sixty-five. At age sixty-five our citizens usually are provided ~<ith 

136
1 illd.., p. 90. 

137n.,, ~ 93 
~., p. . 
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Social Security pensions from the federal government. Many also receive 

pensions from their places of employment. Life after sixty-five varies 

for retired people. Some write books, continue their chosen occupations 

if they are professionals, while most merely spend their time in leisurely 

activities. For a review of Plato's citizens at age fifty see Chapter II, 

page 30. 



CRAPI'ER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Plato, an aristocrat, who lived twenty-three centuries ago must 

have been gazing into a crystal ball when he so ingeniously conceived his 

educational system for his ideal state. It is clear that ideas conceived 

by him in the fifth century B. C. are still practical and in use in modi

fied form in the twentieth century. 

P1ato Is influence upon \·/estern thought has been very great. It 

has been exerted in tHo main directions: (l) he stressed analysis and 

objective thought as he originated and developed the institution nm.; 

called the Academy, and (2) he simultaneously held concern for the less 

objective as he philosophized about faith, visions, and mysticism to the 

e.Ttent of having influenced the early groHth of Christianity. 

An acceptable interpretation of Plato 1 s theory of education is 

that his ideas, unden<ent an evolution throughout his ]jfetime of in

vestigation and reflection. In :!:.lJ& Rej)JJbl; c he presented an ideal state 

and an idealistic and intellectual vie~< of education. In I.i::a Lnrs, writ

ten in old age, he dropped his idealism and reverted to extreme conserva

tism. 

1'he history of education is the story of hoi·/ different educators 

have woven different patterns, proposed different solutions to the puzzle, 

and challenge and necessity that is education. One educator Hill offer 

his solution and many Hill hail it as the ansHer to the problem of educa

tion. It l<ill not be long before another educator Hill discover errors 
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in his theory of education, will reveal gaps and distortions, and will 

propose a somewhat different solution. In turn, this will be followed by 

other critics \.rho repeat the process, 

In the previous pages of this paper we have seen how one great 

educator, Plato, has put together a system of education that has sub

stantially withstood the erosion of time. In a real sense our educational 

system stands on the thinking of all great educators of the past. Yet, 

it is clear that modern education is greatly indebted to Plato. Looking 

at our educational system today we can see many of Plato 1 s ideas incor

porated into our school system. In the schools of the future perhaps 

more of his thoughts and ideas ;rill be selectively usable. Hm.r often he 

has anticipated reforms Hholly alien to the society of his mm time, some 

Hhich Here not accepted until no;r. Host of his suggestions are practical, 

illustrating an uncanny poHer of divining Hhat ~<as yet unborn, Hhich no 

other >Triter ancient or modern possesses so highly. This insightful 

quality makes Plato in thought and action more modern than ma:Ly present 

day persons. 
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APPENDIX A 

PLATOIS EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 

Appendix A is a synopsis of Plato's educational system as he pro

posed it twenty-three centuries ago) It is interesting to note how 

similar this chart is to twentieth century requirements in public educa-

tion in the United states. See Appendix C for educational chart in the 

United States. 

Birth to 3 

4 - 6 

6 - 13 

13 - 16 

16 - 20 

20 - 30 

30 - 35 

35 - 50 

50 to End 

SCHOOL 

Infancy 

Nursery 

Elementary School 

Instrumental Music 

Gymnastics and Hilitary 

Sciences 

Dialectic 

Service to state 

Philosophers 

SPECLIIL DEVEJ:,OPMENT OR STUDIES 

Bodily growth, sensory life, 
no fear; child reacts to 
pleasure or pain. 

Play, fairy tales, nursery 
rhymes, myths, get rid of 
self-will. 

Play, poetry, reading, writing, 
singing, dancing, religion, 
manners, numbers, geometr;J. 

Play the cithera, religious 
hymns, memorize poetry, arith
metic (especially theory). 

Formal gymnastics and military 
training. No intellectual 
training. 

Coordination of reason and 
habits; interralating the phys
ical sciences. 

Philosophy, psychology, 
sociology, government, law, 
education. 

Higher philosophy 

1Eby and Arrowood, Il:l.Sl. Hj st.ory ii.Ud. PhiJ osophy !./!. Edncation (New 
York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1940), pp. 389, 390. 



APPENDIX B 

PLATO'S INFLUENCE ON SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 

A. Old Greek CUITiculum 
1. The Culture of the Muses: gymnastics and music 

B. Pythagorean Curriculum 
1. Letters 
2. Arithmetic (number study) 
? _;, Geometry 
4. Astronomy 
5. Husic 

C. Aristotle's Curriculum 
1. (a) Letters, (b) music, (c) drawing 
2. (a) Grammar, (b) rhetoric, (c) dialectic, (d) astronomy, (e)geometry 
3. (a) Philosophy (a higher study) 

(l) Metaphysics, (2) physics, (3) ethics, (4) poetics 

D. Roman Curriculum 
Cato the censor, in the first half of the second cGntury B. C., wrote 
a series of manuals for his son. 
1. Ethics 
2. Rhetoric 
3. Hedicine 
4. Hilitary Science 
5. Farming 
6. Law 

Little of the old Greek curriculum is here, but half a century later 
Varro wrote on more of the subjects of the Greek curriculum. 
l. Grammar 
2. Rhetoric 
3. Dialectic 
4. Arithmetic 
5. Geometry 
6. Astronomy 
7. Husic 
8. Philosophy 
9. others 

E. Finally there crystallized out from many variations the settled cur
riculum of the !1iddle Ages, the ~ Ljbera1 ~. The first made 
their appearance in the work of Hartianus Capella (a non-Ghristian of 
the fifth century A. D.); they are: 
1. Grammar 
2. Rhetoric Trivium 
3. Dialectic 



4. Geometry 
5. Arithmetic 
6. Astronomy 

Quadrivium 

7. Busic 

It is thus clear that Plato directly influenced not merely the 

curriculum we use today in colleges, but also, the method of intellec-

tual studies Hith their lectures and philosophic discussion. There is 

not one of us who is not touched by Plato. 2 
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2As cited here, this information was taken from Belvin, Gordon A. 
A History .Q.( E;dncatjon (Net-~ York: The John Day Co., 1946), pp. 72, 73. 



APPENDIX C 

UNITED STATES EDUCATIONAL LADDER 

In somewhat similar parallel, the American educational ladder 

begins for the child at birth as did Plato Is educational system for his 

ideal state. Plato believed that man continued his education throughout 

his life. Only he who had attained the age of fifty was allowed to retire 

and contemplate. Today adult education has developed so rapidly during 

the past quarter century that many who leave formal schooling for work or 

marriage are returning to their studies. They feel a need or desire to 

continue their education in certain areas, or acquire new knowledge and 

skills. Throughout our countrY today, schools both public and private, 

are answering in some way demands for an adult-education program such as 

job corps, vocational schools, correspondence schools, wide reading, 

lectures, concerts and many others. 

In Appendix C is cited the educational ladder ordinarily found in 

the United states Hhere education is available for all citizens. Note 

the similarities betHeen Plato Is educational system as outlined in 

Appendix A and the United states Educational Ladder as found on the 

following page. 
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UNITED STATES EDUCATIONAL LADDER3 

Higher Education 

Secondary Education 

Elementary Education 

Post-graduate \ 
Seventh year ~ 
Sixth year " 
Fifth year ,) 

Fourth year (senior) "l 
Third year (junior) J 
Second year (sophomore).].· 
First year (freshman) 

Twelfth grade 
Eleventh grade 
Tenth grade 

Ninth grade 
Eighth grade 
Seventh grade 

Sixth grade 
Fifth grade 
Fourth grade 

Third grade 
Second grade 
First grade 

Graduate Education Leading 
to: Ph, D. Degree, M, A. 

Degree, Professional 
Degrees or certificatec 

Senior -\. 

College) 

Junior ,· College . .. ·.. . 

Senior High\. 

standard 
Four-year 
College 

School l 

Junior High t 
School Compulsory 

.Schooling 

('

. '(age 6-16) 
Intermediate 

Primary I 
Pre-elementary Education Kindergarten 

Nursery School 
Project Head start 

Pre-primar.) 

3s E " t . . ... ros , 
Doubleday and 

Introdnctj on :t.2 American :&Jucatj on (Garden City, ll81< 
Co., 1962), P• 33. 




